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INTRODUCTION 

Spain's treatment of the Indians has, since 

the days of Bartolomé de las Casas, engendered much and 

often heated debate. Arguments for the Black Legend, the 

White Legend, and any position in between can be made 

with some validity. But regardless of one''s stance 

on that issue, of one point there can be no question. 

Official Spanish policy toward the natives of Amer-i-< 

revolved around their benign treatment. 

Queen Isabel made humane treatment the keynote 

of her entire American policy, stating, 

I implore the King, my Lord, with great affection, 
and charge, and order the Princess, my daughter, 
and the Prince, her husband, to indoctrinate the 

See, e.g., Lewis Hanke's article entitled 
"More Heat and Some Light on the Spanish Struggle for 
Justice in the Conquest of America," Hispanic American 
Historical Review 44 (August 1964): 293-340 (hereafter 
cited as HAHR). See also the Lewis Hanke-Benjamin 
Keen debate presented in the following articles: 
Hanke, "A Modest Proposal for a Moratorium on Grand 
Generalizations: Some Thoughts on the Black Legend," 
HAHR 51 (February 1971): 112-127; Keen, "The Black 
Legend Revisited: Assumptions and Realities," HAHR 
49 (November 19 69): 70 3-719; and Keen, "The White 
Legend Revisited: A Reply to Professor Hanke's 'Modest 
Proposal'," HAHR 51 (May 1971): 336-355. 



Indiansj in the Catholic faith and teach them good 
manners, and this should be their principal task, 
and to that end they should give much diligence 
and they should not consent to nor allow the Indians 
of [the New WorldJ already won and those yet to be 
won to come to any harm whatsoever to their persons 
or to their goods; in addition, they [the Prince 
and the Princess] should insure that the natives 
are happy and are well treated and they should 
remedy any wrong the Indians receive . . . .̂  

This zealous commitment to the natives of America was 

incorporated into the Laws of Burgos and the Recopilacion 

de leyes de los Reynos de las Indias and, hence, became 

the official stance of all subsequent Spanish 

3 authorities. 

/ 

^Spain, Recopilacion de leyes de los Reynos de 
las Indias (1791), bk. 6, tit. 10, law 1. 

•̂ See Spain, Recopilacion, bk. 2, tit. 1, law 5; 
bk. 3, tit. 4, law 8; bk. 4, tit. 4; bk. 6, tits. 1, 10; 
for examples of laws to that effect promulgated by 
Charles V, Philip II, and Philip III. See also Bartolomé 
de las Casas, Historia de las Indias, ed. Agustm Millares 
Carlo, with an Introduction by Lewis Hanke, Serie de 
Cronistas de Indias, 3 vols. (Mexico, D.F.: Fondo de 
Cultura Economica, 1951), 3:361, for a discussion of 
the decision of the Consejo Real in 1522 that the 
Indians should be brought to a knowledge of God through 
peace and love, not war and servitude. See also the 
royal cedula, "sobre el buen tratamiento de los indios," 
Granada, 17 November 1526, in Coleccion de documentos 
ineditos para la historia de Esparía, 113 vols. (Madrid: 
Academia de la Historia, 1842-1895), 1:110-122; and the 
first chapter of Bk. 2 of Juan de Solorzano y Pereya, 
Política indiana, with an Introduction by Miguel Angel 
Ochoa Brun, Biblioteca de Autores Espaíîoles desde la 
Formacion del Lenguaje hasta Nuestros Dias, vols. 
252-256, 6 bks. (Madrid: Ediciones Atlas, 1972). 



Not only were the Indians guaranteed just treat-

ment by law (though not always in practice), they wera 

also considered to be free vassals of the king."̂  

Spanish jurists, however, modified the Indians' juridical 

status, given the latter's supposed inherent inferiority 

and Spain's need for a fixed labor supply in America, 

counting the natives among the persons whom the law 

called "miserable," or capitis diminutio.5 Consequently, 

the Indians were not freed from obligatory service, but, 

t̂ tr-̂ he saine time, in keeping with Isabel's injunction, 

they could still be "favored, protected, and helped."^ 

At the heart of Spain's efforts in the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries to execute this policy of 

^Solorzano, Politica îndiana, bk. 2, chap. 1, 
par. 7; bk. 2, chap. 28, par. 13; Spam, Recopilacion, 
bk. 6, tit. 2, law 1. 

^See Paulino Câstaneda Delgado's article, "La 
condicion miserable del indio y sus privilegios," 
Anuario de estudios americanos 28 (1971): 245-335, for 
a full discussion of the specific privileges granted 
the Indians under their miserable status. According 
to Henry Cambell Black, Black's Law Dictionary, 4th ed. 
(St. Paul, Minn.: West Publishing Co., 1951), p. 264, 
"capitis diminutio" is "a diminishing or abridgement 
of personality; a loss or curtailment of a man's status 
or aggregate of legal attributes and qualifications." 

^Ochoa Brun, Introduction to Politica indiana, 
by Solorzano, p. xlvi; Solorzano, Politica indiana, bk. 
2, chap. 28, pars. 3, 6, 25, 26; Spain, Recopilacion, 
bk. 6, tit. 1, law 1. 



benign treatment throughout the empire was the program 

of reduccion—the congregation of scattered Indian popu-

lations in a single location.'^ Spaniards, like most of 

their European contemporaries, equated civility with 

urbanism.S Therefore, the best way to civilize, that is, 

Christianize and hispanicize, the natives was to bring 

them together in settlements patterned after ideal social 

models. Whether this objective was accomplished through 

the agency of civil congregations under direct government 

supervision or with missions, reduced Indians were to 

learn the rudiments of civilized life, such as respect 

for political authority, Catholic doctrine, and good 

manners.9 

^Spain, Recopilacion, bk. 6, tit. 1, law 19; bk. 
6, tit. 3, law 1. 

^Charles Gibson, "Spanish-Indian Institutions 
and Colonial Urbanism in New Spain," in The Urbanization 
Process in America from its Origins to the Present Day, 
ed. Jorge E. Hardoy and Richard P. Schaedel (Buenos 
Aires: Instituto Torcuato di Tello, 1969), p. 239. 

^Herbert E. Bolton, "The Mission as a Frontier 
Institution in the Spanish American Colonies," American 
Historical Review 23 (October 1917): 43-44, 46-58; 
Howard F. Cline, "Civil Congregations of the Indians 
in New Spain, 1598-1606," HAHR 29 (August 1949): 349-350; 
J. M. Houston, "The Foundation of Colonial Towns in 
Hispanic America," in Urbanization and its Problems: 
Essays in Honour of E. W. Gilbert, ed. R. P. Beckinsale 
and J. M. Houston (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1968), 
p. 385. 



To be sure, the policy of reduction had other, 

practical motivations besides saving the Indians from 

their own barbarism. For example, centralized Indian 

labor supplies and tributaries could be administered 

more effeciently. Relocation also allowed Spaniards to 

sieze and exploit native-owned land.lO 

Furthermore, reductions, more specifically 

missions, became the State's focal institution on the 

fringes of the Empire. Friars were dispatched to quell 

hostile Indians and then congregate and teach them. 

Missions were deployed to check foreign influences on 

the frontier. Even the mission's buildings became, in 

times of danger, fortresses against attack. The mis-

sionaries also served to hold and then to promote the 

outer limits of the king's dominions.-̂ -'-

in 
Murdo J. MacLeod, Spanish Central America: A 

Socioeconomic History, 1520-1720 (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1973), pp. 
120-122, 257, 258; German Colmenares, La provincia de 
Tunja en el Nuevo Reino de Granada: Ensayo de historia 
social (1539-1800) (Bogota: Universidad de Artes y 
Ciencias, Departamento de Historia, 1970), p. 13. 

•̂ •'•Bolton, "Mission," pp. 45, 50-52; Magnus 
Morner, La corona espanola y los foraneos en los pueblos 
de indios de America, Instituto de Estudios Ibero-
Americanos, serie A, no. 1 (Stockholm: Almqvist & 
Wiksell, 1970), p. 313. 



Typically aiding the friar in his frontier 

enterprise were an escort consisting of several soldiers, 

called an escolta, and any number of Spanish civilians, 

ranging from only a few working in the mission itself 

to a pueblo de espanoles located nearby. The escolta 

provided protection for the missionary and mission 

Indians while the civilians were supposed to be good 

examples (buen ejemplos) which the Indians could emu-

late, thereby facilitating their hispanicization. The 

civilians also were to form the base for a pennanent 

white population on the frontier.-^^ These two secular 

elements were generally considered essential to the 

success of the mission, but at all times they remained 

ancillary to the ecclesiastic in charge of the reduction. 

Although the crown was committed, at least in 

theory, to the benign treatment of the American natives 

and the use of missionaries to hold the Empire's fron-

tiers, it retained the right to use armed force against 

recalcitrant and apostate Indians.^^ If certain tribes 

"^^Bolton, "Mission," p. 4 8; Morner, Corona 
espanola, pp. 24, 313-314. 

•̂ •̂ Spain, Recopilacion, bk. 3, tit. 4, law 9; 
Solorzano, Política indiana, bk. 2, chap. 1, par. 4; 
bk. 1, chap. 9, par. 31. 



rejected Christianity having once accepted it, or if they 

attacked loyal Spanish vassals and their property, the 

government could wage just war—"a war of fire and 

sword"—on them. The Spanish kings imposed limitations 

on the use of such remedial action, such as the under-

standing that it was only punishment and not a war of 

conquest, but they did not hesitate to use military 

force if the situation warranted it.-̂ ^ The monarchs' 

willingness to pursue militant policies on the frontier 

was fully attested to by the fierce campaigns against 

the Chichimecas in northern New Spain, the Araucanians 

in Chile, and the Pampa Indians in Rio de la Plata.-^^ 

Spain, Recopilacion, bk. 3, tit. 4, laws 9, 11; 
Royal order, "al Presidente de la Audiencia de los 
Charcas sobre la conversion y conquista de los indios 
Chiriguanaes," Madrid, 6 September 16 68, in Richard 
Konetzke, ed., Coleccion de documentos para la historia 
de la formacion social.de Hispanoamerica, 1493-1810, 
3 vols. (Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones 
Científicos, 1953-1962), 2:546-547. 

l^For a full discussion of the Chichimecas 
and Araucanians, see, respectively, Philip Wayne Powell, 
Soldiers, Indians, and Silver: The Northward Advance of 
New Spain, 1550-1600 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: Univer-
sity of California Press, 1952), and Eugene H. Korth, 
Spanish Policy in Colonial Chile: The Struggle for 
Social Justice, 1535-1700 (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1968) . For more information on the pacification 
of the Pampa Indians, see the royal c^dula, "al gober-
nador del Rio de la Plata que aplique su mayor cuidado 

http://social.de
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With the accession of the house of Bourbon to 

the Spanish throne in 17 00 the militant policy occasion-

ally used by the Hapsburgs became the dominant theme of 

frontier policy. More secular in outlook toward imperial 

affairs, the Bourbons, especially Charles III and his 

Minister of the Indies, Jose de Galvez, curtailed the 

Church's activities in America. For example, privileges 

granted under the ecclesiastical fuero were cut back, and 

in 1767 Charles expelled the Society of Jesus from the 

New World. On the frontiers, as well, the friar was 

relegated to a secondary role behind the soldier.-^^ 

In northern New Spain, Lieutenant Colonel 

Hugo Oconor, while governor of Texas (1767-1770) and 

commander of the San Saba presidio (1771-1772), called 

y desvelo a disponer la reduccion de los indios que 
estan levantados en sus distritos," Madrid, 22 May 1675, 
in Konetzke, ed., Coleccion de documentos, 2:614-615; 
Alfred J. Tapson, "Indian Warfare on the Pampa during 
the Colonial Period," HAHR 42 (February 1962): 1-28. 

Allan J. Kuethe, Military Reform and Society 
in New Granada, 1773-1808, Latin American Monographs, 
2d ser., no. 22 (Gainesville: The University Presses of 
Florida, 1978), pp. 130-131; Royal cedula, El Pardo, 
5 April 1767, in Jose Manuel Groot, Historia eclesiastica 
y civil de Nueva Granada, Biblioteca de Autores Colom-
bianos, 2 vols. (Bogotá: Ministerio de Educacion 
Nacional, 1957), pp. 543-548. 



for a vigorous campaign against the warlike Apaches and 

Comanches. The crown obliged him in 1772 with the pro-

mulgation of a reglamento which put frontier defense 

and colonization under military control. Oconor was 

named to implement the new militant policy, which he did 

with continued attacks on the Indians and the construc-

tion of a line of forts, or presidios, across the 

northern frontier. Four years later, the crown insti-

tutionalized the military's primacy in Indian pacifi-

cation with the creation of an autonomous military 

command for the region, the Commandancy General of the 

Interior Provinces. 

Frontier protection and expansion in the newly 

created viceroyalty of Rio de la Plata also devolved 

to the military. The government, needing to contain 

the rebellious Indians 'in order to establish control over 

rich frontier lands, installed a series of forts along 

1 7 
-̂ 'David M. Vigness, "Don Hugo Oconor and New 

Spain's Northeastern Frontier, 1764-1766," Journal of 
the West 6 (January 1967): 31-37; Miguel Ramos de Arizpe, 
Report . . . of the Four Eastern Interior Provinces of 
the Kingdom of Mexico, 1 November 1812, trans. and with 
an Introduction by Nettie Lee Benson, The University of 
Texas Institute of Latin American Studies, Latin Ameri-
can Studies, no. 11 (Austin: The University of Texas 
Press, 1950), pp. 3, 10, 39; Kuethe, Military Reform, 
p. 131. 
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the borders of Mendoza, Santa Fe, Cordoba, and Buenos 

Aires. Concomitantly, the missionaries assumed a secon-

dary role on the plains of the viceroyalty.^^ 

In the northern provinces of the viceroyalty 

of the New Kingdom of Granada, as well, the military 

was thrust to the forefront of Indian pacification. 

In 1771, Viceroy Pedro Messía de la Cerda dispatched an 

expeditionary force of a thousand men to the province 

of Riohacha to subdue the Guajiro Indians. His succes-

sor, Manuel de Guirior, maintained the military emphasis 

there with the establishment of a series of fortified 

settlements similar to the presidios of New Spain. 

Viceroy Antonio Caballero y Gongora followed suit with 

an attempted military conquest of the Cunas of the 

Darien and Chocĉ  provinces. 

As with other wars of fire and sword against 

recalcitrant Indians, the militant frontier policies in 

New Granada had well-defined justifications; and no one 

expounded the moral soundness of militant action better 

than Francisco Antonio Moreno y Escandon, the fiscal 

protector de indios of the royal audiencia of Santa 

18 Tapson, "Indian Warfare," pp. 15-27. 
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Fe de Bogota. As he explained it, three factors under-

pinned the decision to use force against hostile tribes. 

They were the proven inability of missionaries to effect 

enduring pacification, a foreign threat in the region, 

and an intolerable state of economic dislocation 

caused by Indian aggressions. 

Moreno y Escandon stated in regard to missionary 

ineffectiveness, 

Because of the experience that the gentle leniency 
of admonishments, far from producing the desired 
end of conversion, serves rather as cause for inso-
lence to these barbarians and to those whom they 
shelter, the gravity of these evils so deeply 
rdoted in the body politic of the viceroyalty 
does not admit to any solution other than the 
chastisement of arms (translated by Allan J. 
Kuethe).19 

Speaking of the other two factors, the fiscal declared, 

. . . ĵ the Government^ should, in defense of its 
dominions and vassals, proceed with force against 
the Indian rebels, when natural defense and the 
conservation of the land, and impeding the ad-
vances of foreign nations, obligate it, in the cer-
tainty of spiritual benefit and copious fruit 
that it will bear, as much in the present as in the 
future, joining to itself the result that, civilized 
and reduced to obedience, the Indians would serve 
agriculture, taking advantage of the spacious, 
fertile lands they occupy, and removing the 

l^Antonio Francisco Moreno y Escandon, "Estado 
del Virreinato de Santa Fe, Nuevo Reino de Granada . . . 
1772," Boletín de historia y antigíiedades 2 3 (September-
October 1936): 574 (hereafter cited as "Estado del 
Virreinato"). 
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impediments that presently make difficult the short 
and easy transit among provinces and their commerce 
and transportation of agricultural products, and 
removing foreigners from our coasts, in whose 
coves and anchorages they would not find refuge 
and trade that they now enjoy with the rebellious 
Indians, reigning in the vassals the tranquility 
that is so conducive to the progress of the 
provinces.^^ 

Such concerns over continued Indian hostility, 

the natives' intercourse with foreign interlopers, and 

the economic ramifications of those two usually coinci-

dental situations were legitimate. First, Indian 

attacks proved that the missionaries had not reduced 

the natives to a civil life and respect for Spanish 

authority. Secondly, foreign freebooters had a long 

and bloody history of assaults on the northern coasts 

of New Granada; and war with Great Britain involving 

American territories was chronic. Furthermore, offi-

cials in New Granada widely believed that foreigners, 

particularly the British, induced much of the Indians' 

belligerence with propoganda against Spain and the 

21 illegal sale of firearms to the natives. Thirdly, 

to pay for the guns, each year the Indians sold to 

p. 576 
^^Moreno y Escandon, "Estado del Virreinato," 

^^lbid., pp. 575, 563 
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British and Dutch merchants or smuggled out of New 

Granada natural resources such as logwood, cattle, and 

gold worth an estimated six million pesos;^^ authorities 

calculated that the value of contraband trade in gold 

alone reached two million pesos annually.23 Though the 

former figure was probably exaggerated, the loss to the 

viceroyalty was substantial, especially when compared 

to yearly treasury receipts from legal exports, which 

even during the most productive years seldom reached 

above 3.5 million pesos.^"^ The smuggling was simply a 

loss of goods and money which the generally depressed 

economy of the viceroyalty could ill afford.25 

"̂ "̂ Moreno y Escandon, "Estado del Virreinato," 
p. 575; Francisco Silvestre, Descripcion del Reyno de 
Santa Fe de Bogota, escrita en 1789, Biblioteca Popular 
de Cultura Colombiana, vol. 121 (Bogota: Ministerio de 
Educacion Nacional, 1950), p. 107. 

•̂̂ William Paul McGreevey, An Economic History 
of Colombia, 1845-1930, Cambridge Latin American Studies 
Series, no. 9 (Cambridge: The University Press, 1971), 
pp. 2 8-29. 

^^Luis Ospina vásquez, Industria y proteccion 
en Colombia, 1810-1930 (Medellin: E.S.F., 1955), p. 40. 

^^Jose Maria Ots Capdequi, "El indio en el 
Nuevo Reino de Granada durante la etapa historica final 
de la dominacion esparíola," Revista de Indias 17 
(January-March 1957): 16; Silvestre, Descripcion, 
pp. 127-128, 132-133; Pedro Fermín de Vargas, Pensa-
mientos politicos y memoria sobre la poblacion del 
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Two northern Indian frontiers in the viceroyalty 

of New Granada met these three criteria for military 

action. They were Riohacha, which encompassed the 

Guajira peninsula and was inhabited by the Guajiros, 

and Darien, the home of the Cunas, which was located 

between Panama and the mainland. Accordingly, the 

government responded with vigorous military campaigns. 

Nevertheless, two other northern Indian fron-

tiers—Santa Marta and Maracaibo provinces—received 

a different kind of treatment, demonstrating that 

Bourbon militancy did not have universal applicability 

on imperial frontiers. Though the fierce Chimilas and 

Motilones inhabited these regions, they were signifi-

cantly free of British interference. As a result, 

Spanish authorities eventually relied on the traditional 

Nuevo Reino de Granada, Biblioteca Popular de Cultura 
Colombiana, vol. 53 (Bogotá: Ministerio de Educacicín de 
Colombia, 1944), pp. 8, 110; Jorge Juan and Antonio 
Ulloa, A Voyage to South America Describing at Large 
the Spanish Cities, Towns, Provinces, etc. on that 
Sxtensive Continent, trans. anonymous, 2d ed., 2 vols. 
(London: L. Davis and C. Reymers, 1760), 1:33-34; 
Manuel Guirior, "Relacion del estado del Nuevo Reino de 
Granada . . . 177 6," in Relaciones de mando: Memorias 
presentadas por los gobernantes del Nuevo Reino de 
Granada, ed. E. Posada and P. M. Ibaríez, Biblioteca 
de Historia Nacional, vol. 8 (Bogotá: n.p., 1910), 
pp. 133, 143-144 (hereafter cited as Relaciones de 
mando)-
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methods of pacification based on reduction and civilian 

colonization to subdue the Indians. 

This paper examines the pacification process in 

each of the above-mentioned Indian frontiers of New 

Granada. The analysis begins with the militarized 

frontiers—Riohacha and Darien—and concludes with a 

discussion of the Chimilas and the Motilones. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE GUAJIROS 

The province of Santa Marta played a key role 

in the affairs of the New Kingdom of Granada. On one 

hand, its strategic location on the northern coast 

made it a vital link in the external defenses of the 

colony. The port of Santa Marta, which was fortified 

and housed a permanent garrison, guarded the mouth of 

the Magdalena River from the east while its sister 

jurisdiction of Riohacha sheltered transportation 

routes to Panamá and Lake Maracaibo. On the other 

hand, Santa Marta was significant because it possessed 

a widely recognized potential for industrial and 

agricultural development. 

One problem, however, gave rise to anxiety over 

the fulfillment of these two functions and, indeed, 

overshadowed them in importance—the persistence of 

unpacified Indians. Two tribes, the Guajiros and the 

Chimilas proved especially troublesome in Santa Marta. 

The Chimilas, discussed in Chapter III, were pacified 

17 
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by 1790, but the Guajiros defied almost all attempts 

to subdue them throughout the colonial era, despite 

the efforts of missionaries and even an army of one 

thousand men. 

The Guajiros were a semi-nomadic people who 

occupied, at one time or another, the whole of Santa 

Marta province. Following the region's shifting water 

supply, they supported themselves primarily through the 

raising of cattle and horses. They despised agricultural 

labor, and, consequently, they raised only minimal 

amounts of corn and root crops. Guajiro manufactures 

were also few, consisting only of pottery and textiles."^ 

From the Spanish viewpoint, however, these 

Indians were foremost enemies of the crown. According 

to Antonio Julian, a Jesuit missionary who worked among 

the Guajiros and who served as an assistant to the 

Bishop of Santa Marta, Jose Javier de Arauz, "of all 

John M. Armstrong and Alfred Metraux, "The 
Guajiro," in The Circum-Caribbean Tribes, vol. 4 of 
Handbook of South American Indians, ed. Julian Steward, 
Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology 
Bulletin, no. 143, 7 vols. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1946-1959); pp. 369-373 
hereafter cited as HSAI); Antonio Julian, La perla 
de America: Provincia de Santa Marta, Biblioteca 
Popular de Cultura Colombiana, vol. 123 (Bogota: 
Ministerio de Educacion Nacional, 1951), pp. 126, 220. 
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the Indian tribes of America, . . . none was more 

needful of prompt and diligent reduction than the 

2 

Guajiro Indians." The Guajiros, with a total popu-

lation of close to forty thousand, one-fourth of whom 

were warriors, posed a serious threat to Spanish sover-

eignty in Santa Marta by their sheer numbers alone. 

The braves, however, turned the threat into a real and 

present danger as they attacked Spanish citizens and 

properties and traded with foreign merchants. In 

describing the Guajiros, Antonio Arevalo, colonel of 

engineers at Cartagena and a well-respected public 

servant, correctly characterized them as irreconcilable 

foes of Spain. Though this Indian menace plagued all 

of Santa Marta, it was Riohacha—the heartland of 

Guajiro territory—that bore the brunt of its fury. 

The economic damage caused by the Guajiro 

raids was severe. As Francisco Antonio Moreno y 

Escandon, the fiscal protector de indios of the royal 

^Julián, Perla, p. 220. 

•^Silvestre, Descripcion, pp. 60, 62; Moreno 
y Escandon, "Estado del Virreinato," p. 583. 

"̂ Ernesto Restrepo Tirado, Historia de la Provin-
cia de Santa Marta, Biblioteca de Autores Colombianos, 2 
vols. (Bogotá: Ministerio de Educacion Nacional, 1953) ,2 
223. 
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audiencia, charged in 1772: 

They [the Guajiros] occupy the fertile lands of 
Santa Marta, Rio de la Hacha, and Maracaibo, 
usurping the possessions of Spaniards, robbing 
their wealth and herds so that many citizens are 
left in deplorable poverty; they impede free traffic 
from province to province, like the master of the 
highways.^ 

Furthermore, the Guajiros' hostility precluded the 

development of Santa Marta's vast economic potential 

and thereby aggravated an already depressed viceregal 

economy.^ 

Several leading citizens of New Granada, such 

as Antonio Julian; Francisco Silvestre, a viceregal 

secretary and governor of Antioquia (1775-1776, 

17 82-17 85); and Antonio Narvaez y la Torre, the governor 

of Santa Marta from 1776 to 1780, praised the natural 

wealth of the province. The land was ideally suited 

to growing wheat, sugar, cacao, indigo, and cotton. 

Logwood abounded as did streams which could carry it 

to market. Pearls and precious stones were plentiful 

along the coast and inland waterways. Large, healthy 

^Moreno y Escandon, "Estado del Virreinato," 

p. 573. 

^Julián, Perla, p. 27; Antonio Caballero y 
Gongora, "Relacion del estado del Nuevo Reino de Granada 
. . . 1789," in Relaciones de mando, p. 229. 
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herds of cattle and many horses, famous for their speed 

and st'rength, grazed on the rich grasslands of the 

7 
provmce. Each of these resources was a latent boon 

for the Spanish realm, but unfortunately none could be 

properly exploited until the Guajiros were pacified. 

The Guajiros imperiled the stability of Santa 

Marta and the viceroyalty in another, though equally 

o 

pernicious, way, namely, illicit trade with foreigners. 

Controlling most of the Guajira coastline, the Indians 

openly trafficked with English and Dutch dealers in 

firearms, liquor, and slaves. The Guajiros, in return, 
9 

provided horses, cattle, and logwood. Not only did 

Julian, Perla, pp. 32-36, 66-70, 99-124; 
Silvestre, Descripcion, pp. 57-62; Antonio Narvaez y la 
Torre, "Relacion, o informe, de la provincia de Santa 
Marta y Rio Hacha . . . ," Riohacha, 19 May 1778, in 
Escritos de dos economistas coloniales, ed. Sergio Elias 
Ortiz (Bogota: Banco de la Republica, Archivo de la 
Economia Nacional, 1965), pp. 18, 20-26. 

8 / 
Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, 

p. 229; Julian, Perla, p. 284. 
9 / ^ 
Silvestre, Descripcion, pp. 62, 128; Joaquin 

Primo de Rivera, "Reflexiones que al plan de defensa de 
esta provincia de Maracaibo . . . ," Maracaibo, 21 Febru-
ary 1788, in Santiago-Gerardo Suarez, Fortificacion y 
defensa, Biblioteca de la Academia Nacional de la His-
toria, vol 131 (Caracas: Academia Nacional de la His-
toria, 1978), p. 385; Julian, Perla, p. 37; Moreno y 
Escandon, "Estado del Virreinato," p. 575; Restrepo 
Tirado, Santa Marta, 2:222. 
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this trade drain the province of riches which rightfully 

should have profited Spaniards, it also made the natives 

a much more formidable enemy. Swayed by foreign influ-

ence, the Guajiros were increasingly less willing to 

recognize Spanish authority; armed with guns, they were 

better prepared to take decisive action against it.l^ 

Both the Church and the State proved woefully 

incapable of stopping the Guajiros. The former began 

organized efforts among the Guajiros in 169 4 with the 

establishment of a separate mission for Santa Marta. 

The Spanish king, Charles II, entrusted the project 

to Capuchin friars from Valencia, an order dedicated 

to strict adherence to the rules of St. Francis of 

Assisi;-'-! but the work of these highly regarded mission-

aries bore little fruit in Santa Marta. By 1715, in 

fact, the Capuchins, dispirited by their ineffective-

ness, abandoned the mission. Although they returned 

•^^Julián, Perla, p. 228; Moreno y Escandon, 
"Estado del Virreinato," p. 575. 

The Capuchins were formed in 1525 as a branch 
within the Franciscan order. Pope Paul V granted them 
official status as a separate order in 1619. Antonio 
de Alcácer, Las misiones capuchinas en el Nuevo Reino 
de Granada, hoy Colombia (16 48-1820), Ediciones Semi-
nario Serafico Misional Capuchino, no. 7 (Puente de 
Comun, Cund.: Padres Capuchinos, 1959), pp. 11-12. 
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the next year, progress remained painfully slow.^^ 

The establishment of the viceroyalty of New 

Granada in 1739 brought little change to the status 

of evangelization among the Guajiros. Viceroy Sebas-

tian Eslava (1740-1749), who normally was a firm 

supporter of the missionary orders, even felt compelled 

to complain to the king about the Capuchins' lack of 

13 success. 

To remedy the situation, Eslava, with royal 

approval, separated Maracaibo province from the Santa 

Marta mission and elevated it to an ecclesiastical 

jurisdiction in its own right. The move seemed to 

ameliorate the friars' plight because by 1759 the 

six Capuchin missions in Santa Marta and Riohacha 

15 contamed over one thousand Guajiros. 

During the next ten years, moderate growth 

12 / 
Alcacer, Misiones capuchinas, pp. 44, 48, 

52-54, 63-64, 99. 
13 / 
Royal cedula, Buen Retiro, 20 April 17 49, in 

Jose Felix Blanco, ed., Documentos para la historia de 
la vida publica del Libertador de Colombia, Peru y 
Bolivia . . ., 14 vols. (Caracas: "La Opinion Nacional" 
de Fausto Teodoro de Aldrey, 1875-1878), 1:62. 

14 
Ibid., pp. 62-63. 

15 '̂ 
Alcacer, Misiones capuchinas, pp. 140-141. 
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continued as two more missions were set up. But in 

1769 a group of rebellious Guajiros destroyed all 

illusions of lasting success. That year, the governor 

of Riohacha, Geronimo de Mendoza, directed a number of 

Guajiro warriors to punish another hostile tribe in the 

area. The Indian band, however, turned on the govern-

ment, precipitating a general revolt among the natives. 

During the course of the uprising, the Guajiros expelled 

the Capuchins from Riohacha and destroyed six of the 

eight missions. The Indians also inflicted heavy^ 

casualties on civilians in the countryside and even 

menaced the port of Riohacha.^^ 

The 1769 revolt disheartened and discredited 

the Capuchins from Valencia who were working with the 

Guajiros. It was a setback from which they never 

fully recovered. Though the following observation 

by Andres de Oliva, a prefect of the Santa Marta 

mission, was made several years before the uprising, 

it reflected the somber tone and frustration that 

characterized evangelization among the Guajiros 

-'-̂ Allan J. Kuethe, "The Pacification Campaign 
on the Riohacha Frontier, 177 2-1779," HAHR 50 (August 
1970): 469-470. 
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throughout the viceregal period: 

The mission is in a deplorable state; as there are 
only five of us [missionaries] , there is almost 
nothing that we can do among the Guajiros, nor do 
we serve any purpose except to bear witness to their 
evil deeds; fortunately, we will leave their terri-
tories to new_missionaries, and we will return to 
Spain . . . .17 

Given the Guajiros' rejection of Christianity 

and the concomitant missionary ineffectiveness, their 

trade with Spain's European enemies, their robberies, 

and their murders, the stage was set for the justi-

fiable use of armed force against them.-*-̂  Not until 

the time of the third viceroy, Jose Solis Folch . de 

Cardona (1753-1761), however, were strong-arm tactics 

actually employed in Riohacha. 

Solis, to effect pacification, commissioned 

a small expeditionary force under the command of Bernardo 

17 , / 
Alcacer, Misiones capuchmas, pp. 138-139. 

18 / 
Moreno y Escandon, "Estado del Virreinato," 

pp. 559-576. 
19 / 
Viceroy Sebastian Eslava (1740-1749) chose 

to base his dealings with the Guajiros on "conscientious 
friendship" (amistad religiosa). According to his 
relacion de mando, he established a cordial relationship 
with a leading Guajiro cacique, Cecilio de Sierra, from 
whence tranquility spread through the province. "Rela-
cion del estado del Virreinato de Santafe . . . 1749," in Relaciones de mando, p. 40. 
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Ruiz de Noruego, an ex-convict and former slave runner. 

Solis regarded the Guajiros as the greatest Indian 

threat in the viceroyalty, and, accordingly, he con-

tributed "all necessary aids" to Noruego's campaign.^^ 

Nevertheless, the results were less than satisfactory. 

Accompanied by several Capuchin friars, Noruego 

penetrated Guajiro territory. In the first four Indian 

villages he came upon, he bullied the residents into 

accepting Christianity and thereby imposed a measure 

of Spanish authority. His subsequent actions, unfor-

tunately, were little more than attempts to grab 

undeserved glory. He became increasingly vain and 

autocratic, greatly exaggerating his accomplishments 

in reports to superiors and demanding that the king 

grant him virtually unbridled power in Riohacha. Such 

bombasity and his failure to pacify any Indians after 

the initial victory alienated both royal officials 

and the soldiers under Noruego's command and led the 

king to dismiss him from duty in Riohacha.^l 

20jose' Solis Folch de Cardona, "Relacion del 
estado del Virreinato de Santafe . . . 1760," in 
Relaciones de mando, p. 90. 

2lRestrepo Tirado, Santa Marta, 2:190-19 3. 
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The next viceroy, Pedro Messia de la Cerda 

(1761-1772), undaunted by the ineffectual Noruego 

campaign, expanded the role of the military on the 

Riohacha frontier. Having witnessed the Guajiro 

uprising of 1769, he was skeptical of mission-oriented 

pacification in New Granada, especially in Santa Marta 

and Riohacha. He accused the mission system of having 

failed to pacify the Indians, largely because the friars 

lacked the "dedication for a ministry that requires 

apostle-like zeal so that privations may be suffered 

without repugnance."22 

According to Moreno y Escandon, a close associate 

of the viceroy, not only did the admonitions of the 

Church not subdue the Guajiros, they even provoked 

them to further insolence. In addition, the Guajiros 

had damaged the province's economy and were conducting 

trade with enemies of the crown. Therefore, he and 

the viceroy concluded that "chastisement of aircns" was 

the only realistic solution to the Guajiro problem.23 

^^Pedro Messía de la Cerda, "Relacion del 
estado del Virreinato de Santafe . . . 1772," in 
Relaciones de mando, pp. 97-98. 

"̂̂ Moreno y Escandon, "Estado del Virreinato," 
pp. 573-575. 
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This proposed militant policy, however, proved 

difficult to implement. At the time of the Guajiro 

uprising in 1769, only local militias from Riohacha, 

Santa Marta, and Maracaibo manned the defenses of the 

city of Riohacha. Though the force was augmented with 

one hundred regular troops from the fixed batallion of 

Cartagena, at a cost to the viceroyalty of almost 

25,000 pesos, it remained too small to attempt offensive 

action. In fact, not until the arrival of the rotating 

battalion of Savoy at Cartagena in early 1771 did 

Messia de la Cerda have sufficient forces at his dis-

24 posal to undertake a major expedition of conquest. 

In August of that year, the viceroy dispatched 

to Riohacha five hundred regulars taken from the 

rotating troops and Cartagena's permanent garrison. 

Within three months, the army at Riohacha, now under 

the command of Colonel Benito Encio of the battalion 

of Savoy, grew to over a thousand soldiers, bolstered 

by a "magnificent train of artillery."^^ The purpose 

^^Kuethe, "Pacification Campaign," pp. 471-472; 
Restrepo Tirado, Santa Marta, 2:208. 

25 
Guirior, in Relaciones de mando, p. 177; 

Kuethe, "Pacification Campaign," pp. 47 2-47 3. 
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of such an impressive array was unmistakable; it was 

"to inflict an exemplary punishment on the Indians and 

reduce them to obedience through respect for [spanishj 

military might ."26 

The Guajiros countered the Spanish force with 

ten thousand warriors armed with British guns. Facing 

such odds, Colonel Encio demurred any offensive action. 

He asserted that to launch a successful invasion of 

the Guajira peninsula would require at least two 

thousand men and expenditures totalling 100,00 0 pesos; 

and should the Guajiros' escape routes into the Sierra 

de Perija and the Sierra Nevada not be blocked, even 

one million soldiers and one million pesos would not 

be enough to conquer them.^^ Encio's delay, however, 

was itself costly. By the end of 177 2, the army, 

still waiting in Riohacha, consumed over 34,000 pesos.2 8 

Messía de la Cerda's immediate successors, 

Viceroys Manuel Guirior (1772-1776) and Manuel Antonio 

Florez (1776-17 82) met the stalemate in Riohacha with 

^^Guirior, in Relaciones de mando, p. 177 

"̂̂ lbid. 

^^Restrepo Tirado, Santa Marta, 2:210. 
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vigor and innovation. Breaking with previous policies 

in Riohacha which relied solely on either the power 

of the Church or of the State, Guirior and Florez 

devised a three-tiered program. They placed the military 

at the forefront of the pacification process; on its 

performance would depend the ultimate outcome of the 

Spanish venture in Riohacha. Secondly, missionaries— 

Franciscans until the Capuchins returned to the province 

in 1774—were assigned to support the soldiers. Then, 

to supply the ingredients of permanence and stability, 

they included government-sponsored colonization in 

their pacification policy. They believed this three-

pronged approach would allow the military to operate 

within its capabilities while at the same time provide 

stronger support for missionaries and settlers in the 

countryside. The civilian colonists, for their part, 

would serve as a base for retaining the Spanish control 

imposed by the military and the friars. 

Guirior put the new strategy to work with the 

establishment of three fortified towns in Riohacha. 

Bahía Honda was founded on the site of a former Guajiro 

trade center located on the northwestern coast of the 

peninsula. Sinamaica was raised on the eastern coastal 
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plain just north of the mouth of Lake Maracaibo. The 

third town, Pedraza, was built in the interior some 

twenty-five miles southeast of the port of Riohacha. 

Later, Viceroy Florez added another town, Sabana del 

Valle, on the eastern coast of the peninsula to guard 

the Gulf of Venezuela. 

In compliance with this viceregal Indian policy, 

officials selected the sites of the settlements with 

specific motives in mind. One was to deny the Guajiros 

access to the sea and to take away their commercial 

intercourse with foreigners. The towns also were 

projected to be centers of Spanish strength from which 

military units and missionaries would fan out and bring 

peace to the immediate region and eventually the entire 

peninsula. Then, with the Guajiros subdued, the settle-

ments would become focal points of economic development 

in the province.2 9 

Noteworthy was the fact that Guirior's strategy 

concentrated on the control of localized areas. As 

demonstrated by Messia de la Cerda's failure, the 

29, 

Pe: 
p. 61; Kuethe, "Pacification Campaign," pp. 47 3-475. 

'Ouirior, in Relaciones de mando, p. 178; 
Julian, Perla, pp. 277-278; Silvestre, Descripcion, 
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outright conquest of the Guajiro nation was all but 

impossible. Therefore, Guirior dismissed most of the 

militiamen and sent the regulars and artillery back to 

Cartagena, leaving only a relatively small force in field 

"to protect the Province and assure the foundation of 

new pueblos de indios and new towns for Spaniards."^^ 

He did, however, station one coast guard sloop at 

Riohacha and another at Bahia Honda to patrol the coasts 

31 agamst foreign and Indian smugglers. 

Guirior tempered the military presence in Rio-

hacha with what he called "assiduous gentleness" 

(suavidad industriosa). In November 1772 the viceroy 

instructed Antonio Arevalo, the newly named commander 

of the Riohacha campaign, to seek the friendship of the 

Guajiros, authorizing him to offer gifts and a general 

pardon. In so doing, Guirior hoped to persuade the 

Indians to accept the presence of the Spanish army in 

their homeland.-^ Arevalo's diplomacy seemed to work 

-5 n 

Guirior, in Relaciones de mando, p. 178; 
Kuethe, Military Reform, p. 201. 

31 
Guirior, in Relaciones de mando, p. 180. 

32 . / 
Ibid., pp. 178-179; Silvestre, Descripcion, 

p. 97; Kuethe, "Pacification Campaign," pp. 473-474. 
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because, for a time, Indian hostilities subsided.33 

In another demonstration of Spanish good faith, the 

expeditionary force rebuilt four previously destroyed 

missions and raised four new villages for the Indians.^^ 

As with action on other Indian frontiers, 

Viceroy Guirior showed a special concern over the cost 

and economic benfits of the Guajiro campaign. From the 

outset, the viceroy's goal was to "exterminate the 

illicit coramerce of foreigners."^^ That objective was 

the reason he deployed the two coast guard sloops. 

He admitted that their maintenance would be no small 

expense, but he believed that the benefits would far 

outweigh the cost. The coast guard would stem the 

flow of contrabnad in and out of Riohacha and thus 

check the Indians' purchase of firearms. As a result, 

honorable citizens could capitalize on the legal export 

of Riohacha's commodities while the crown could collect 

taxes on their sale. The small navy would also hasten 

the successful conclusion of the Guajiro campaign. 

33Alcacer, Misiones capuchinas, p. 202. 

34 uethe, "Pacification Campaign," p. 474, 

^^Guirior, in Relaciones de mando, p. 178 
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thereby ending that substantial drain on the vice-

3 6 
royalty's economy. The adoption of a localized 

policy, as well, reflected the viceroy's fiscal consid-

erations. In his own words, he dismissed the large 

invasion force of Messm de la Cerda "to decrease the 

37 
costs to the Royal Treasury." 

Despite Guirior's sincere efforts to reduce 

expenditures, the outlay was enormous. From 177 2 

through 1775, the Guajiro campaign consumed 2 48,000 

3 8 
pesos. That amount stood in stark contrast to the 

average yearly profit produced by the provinces of 

Santa Marta and Riohacha—a sum calculated by Moreno 

/ 39 

y Escandon to be only twenty thousand pesosl In 

fact, 248,000 pesos represented fully one-fourth of 

New Granada's total annual revenue during the 177 0s. 

p. 603. 

3 6 
Guirior, in Relaciones de mando, pp. 180-181. 

37 
Ibid., p. 178. 

38 
Restrepo Tirado, Santa Marta, 2:227. 

39 
Moreno y Escandon, "Estado del Virreinato," 

^^lbid.; John Leddy Phelan, The People and the 
Kinq: The Comunero Revolution in Colombia, 17 81 (Madison: 
The University of Wisconsin Press, 1977), p. 229; Kuethe, 
Military Reform, p. 3. 
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The royal orders given to Viceroy Manuel Antonio 

Florez, who replaced Guirior in 177 6, continued to 

indicate official concern over the interrelated prob-

lems of unsuppressed internal agitation, disrupted 

commerce, and an external threat. For example, the 

king commanded the new viceroy to rebuild the fort at 

Riohacha as its broken down state "exposed the city 

to any invasion of [a foreignj enemy." Also to 

thwart future British assaults on Riohacha, Florez 

• . 42 was told to pursue the pacification of the Guajiros. 

Regarding the Guajiros' clandestine trade, the king 

authorized Florez to use whatever means he deemed 

43 necessary to stop it, including the use of armed force. 

The pacification of the Guajiros, then, remained 

an important goal of the Spanish regime in New Granada. 

To accomplish it, Florez generally followed his pre-

decessor's policy. Arevalo, still in coramand of the 

frontier enterprise, fortified Riohacha per viceregal 

instructions, putting in place three artillery batteries. 

-̂̂ Quoted in Restrepo Tirado, Santa Marta, 2:218. 

^^lbid., p. 219. 

43 / 
Alcacer, Misiones capuchinas, p. 208. 
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In June 177 6 government forces established the fourth 

fortified town, Sabana del Valle. As with the other 

three, its purpose was to pacifiy the immediate vecinity 

and interdict illicit commerce along the nearby coasts. 

Despite the good intentions of Viceroys Guirior 

and Florez, the vast expenditures of money and energy, 

and garrisons of one hundred soldiers in each of the 

fortified settlements, the two leaders failed to pacify 

the Guajiros. The peace which Arevalo produced through 

diplomacy soon broke down. As early as December 177 5, 

even before the founding of Sabana del Valle, hostilities 

renewed. Forces under the command of the governor of 

Santa Marta, Josef Galluzo, had attempted to establish 

another fortified town at Apiesi, located on the 

eastern coast of the Guajira peninsula. The soldiers, 

with the aid of pacified Indians, raised the walls of 

the town and constructed a church. But immediately 

after the departure of the main Spanish contingent, 

a band of Guajiros attacked the stronghold. They 

burned the settlement and murdered most of its 

^^Jose Ezpeleta, "Relacion del estado del Nuevo 
Reino de Granada . . . 1796," in Relaciones de mando, 
p. 398; Restrepo Tirado, Santa Marta, 2:222, 225. 
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nhabitants, including the priest.'^^ 

Puffed up by this victory, the Guajiros went 

n further rampages. In January 1776 they attacked 

abana del Valle. The next year they raided Bahia 

DTíáa and threatened Sinamaica.^^ Though the govern-

ent attempted several counteroffensives, at a yearly 

ost of almost 125,000 pesos, it could not stop the 

aajiros. The Spanish military, having been defeated, 

DSt the confidence of the civilian population. Now 

ncertain of their safety, many colonists fled the prov-

nce, never to return, as did several raissionaries. 

le remaining friars abandoned the countryside 

id sought refuge in the city of Riohacha.'̂ '̂  For all 

ractical purposes, the trinatarian policy of Guirior 

id Florez had collapsed. It was a defeat from which 

panish fortunes in Riohacha never recovered. 

The final blow to the Spanish enterprise in 

/ 
^^Kuethe, "Pacifcation Campaign," pp. 476-478; 

-cacer, Misiones capuchinas, p. 218. 

46 Ibid.; Restrepo Tirado, Santa Marta, 2:222, 
5, 237; Kuethe, "Pacification Campaign," pp. 478-479. 

^"^lbid.; Alcacer, Misiones capuchinas, p. 219; 
strepo Tirado, Santa Marta, 2:227. 
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Riohacha came in 1779 with the declaration of war on 

England. Regular troops in the Guajira peninsula 

were withdrawn to Cartagena to help guard that key 

base, leaving defense posts in Riohacha underraanned. 

Consequently, viceregal authorities disbanded Bahia 

Honda and Sabana del Valle and concentrated all reraain-

48 
ing forces in Sinamaica, Pedraza, and Riohacha. 

Eleven years later the government destroyed Pedraza 

and transferred Sinamaica to the recently created 

Captaincy General of Venezuela. In effect, it 

simply returned the peninsula, save the port of 

. ^ 49 
Riohacha, to Gua:)iro sovereignty. 

Attempts by Viceroy Antonio Caballero y 

Gongora (1782-1789) and his successors to recover 

Spanish losses achieved little success as the Guajiros 

continued to defy pacification. Though Caballero y 

Gongora claimed their subjugation, the expeditions 

he sent to Riohacha were destroyed or, at best, fought 

^^Kuethe, "Pacification Campaign," p. 479; 
Idem, Military Reform, p. 136. 

^^lbid., pp. 149-150. 

^^Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, 
pp. 757, 229; Kuethe, "Pacification Campaign," p. 480. 
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to a standoff.50 j ^ f̂ ^̂ ^ ^^ ^^g^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ 

of about six hundred Guajiros had been reduced out of 

a total population of forty thousand.^l viceroy Jose 

Ezpeleta (1789-1797) made a feeble effort to establish 

trade relations with the Indians, and Viceroy Pedro 

Mendinueta (1797-1803) offered to finance improvements 

on Riohacha's stockade, but neither man weakened Guajiro 

domination in the peninsula.^^ 

The inability of soldiers, missionaries, and 

civilian colonists to exert control over the Guajiros 

and the subsequent failure of the railitary to quell 

their rebellion were serious setbacks to the crown and 

to the viceregal government. The Guajiros and their 

British allies retained their hegemony in Riohacha, 

denying the Spaniards access to the region's natural 

cn / . . . 

Caballero y Gongora, m Relaciones de mando, 
pp. 757, 229; Kuethe, "Pacification Campaign," p. 480. 

Silvestre, Descripcion, p. 61; Francisco Gil 
y Lemos, "Gil y Lemos y su Memoria sobre el Nuevo Reino 
de Granada," ed. with an Introduction by Enrique sánchez 
Pedrote, Anuario de estudios americanos 8 (1951); 32. 

Ezpeleta, in Relaciones de raando, p. 363; 
Pedro Mendinueta, "Relacion del estado del Nuevo Reino 
de Granada . . . 180 3," in Relaciones de raando, pp. 
559-560. 
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wealth and liraiting the strategic value of the Guajira 

peninsula. 

Viceroy Mendinueta summed up the sad situation 

and its prime cause with these words: 

The intent to subjugate [the Guajiros] by force 
has not fared well; the attempt to reduce them with 
gentleness, introducing them to our laws and our 
religion, is all but irapossible, because they are 
full of vices frora free coraraercial intercourse with 
foreigners, which is incorapatible with our system. 
As I have had no better role than to assume, if not 
continue, the situation which I inherited and which 
has existed for more than twelve years, and that is 
to raaintain the peace, accoraraodating ([_the Guajiros]] 
of fspanishl dominion and without renouncing the 
undeniable law of the Sovereign.-'-* 

In other words, the British had so corrupted the Guajiros 

that the Spaniards could not subdue them but only hope 

for a peaceful coexistence with them. 

Mendinueta, in Relaciones de mando, p. 559. 



CHAPTER II 

THE CUNAS 

The province of Darien, like Riohacha, was for 

most of the imperial age an especially troublesome spot 

for the mother country and viceregal authorities. 

Despite the determined efforts of missionaries and 

soldiers during the first two centuries of the Empire, 

the Spaniards did not tame the region's warlike natives— 

the Cuna Indians. The Cunas, abetted by English free-

booters and merchants, simply snubbed all Spanish 

attempts to pacify them. 

No improvement came during the eighteenth 

century as British interlopers continued to provoke 

the Cunas to hostility against the Spaniards. Seem-

ingly successful missionary activities among the Cunas 

in the early years of the viceregency floundered after 

a short time. Later, even a massive military campaign 

failed to impose a lasting peace in Darien. In fact, 

as in Riohacha, the government of New Granada never 

41 
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would find a permanent solution to the problem of 

Cuna hostility, and Spanish hegemony in the strate-

gically crucial province of Darien would reraain tenuous 

throughout the colonial era, threatened by both Indians 

and Englishraen. 

The original Spanish colony in Darien prospered 

under the leadership of Vasco Nuíîez de Balboa as he 

/ 

secured a solid peace with the Cunas. Pedro Arias 

Davila, better known as Pedrarias, however, changed 

all that. Replacing Balboa as governor of the colony 

in 1513, Pedrarias quickly estranged the Cunas with his 

greed and cruelty. The Indians reacted in like raanner, 

robbing and killing Spanish settlers. The peace 

known under Balboa disintegrated, and, as one witness 
described the scene, 

. . . the land has- been altered in such a raanner 
that no Christian dares go a league frora town 
except in a company. . . . All the land has become 
so aroused and alarmed by the grave indignities. 

lcarl Ortwin Sauer, The Early Spanish Main 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1966), pp. 172-175, 218-219; Idem, "Middle 
America as a Culture Historical Location," in Readings 
in Cultural Geography, ed. Philip L. Wagner and Marvin 
W. Mikesell (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
1962), p. 196; Jesiís María Henao and Gerardo Arrubla, 
History of Colombia, trans. J. Fred Rippy (Chapel Hill: 
The University of North Carolina Press, 193 8), p. 13. 
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killings, and the burning of settlements that all 
the Castillians maintain themselves only like birds 
of prey, and all the land is lost and desolate.2 

The enmity between the Cunas and Spaniards 

continued unabated throughout the coming years and, 

indeed, lasted into the eighteenth century.3 By 17 00, 

however, one critical change in Darien had occurred. 

The Cunas, for all practical purposes, had replaced 

Spanish sovereignty m Darien and the northern Choco. 

Living on the banks of the major inland rivers, 

such as, the Chepo, Chucanaque, Tuira, and Atrato, and 

along the isthmus's Caribbean coast from the Gulf of 

San Blas to the mouth of the Atrato River, the Cunas 

threatened most Spanish settlements in Darien."̂  For 

example, in 1712 a Cuna band, accompanied by a group 

of British allies, sacked the provincial capital of 

Santa Cruz de Cana. Another Indian attack on Santa 

^Quoted in Sauer, Early Spanish Main, pp. 
249-250. 

'^Solorzano, Politica indiana, bk. 2, chap. 1, 
par. 2; Reina Torres de Arauz, "Aspectos del grupo 
Choco," Anuario de estudios americanos 24 (1967) : 
1123. 

^Manuel Luengo Munoz, "Genesis de las expedi-
ciones al Darien en 1785-86," Anuario de estudios 
americanos 18 (1961): 343; Torres de Arauz, "Choco," 
p. 1124. 
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Cruz eight years later prompted Spanish officials to 

move the capital to El Real de Santa Maria.^ 

After the second attack on Santa Cruz de Cana, 

hostilities died down.^ Under these relatively calm 

conditions, Viceroys Sebastian Eslava (17 40-1749) and 

José Solis Folch de Cardona (1753-1761) successfully 

pursued Cuna pacification through the use of Franciscan 

missionaries. Eslava was so encouraged by the Cunas' 

acceptance of the missionaries that he predicted the 

. / . 7 

total and immment pacification of Darien provmce.' 

Solis found similar cause for optimisra as a 

group of Cunas living in the Choco seemed ripe for 

conversion. Marcos de la Pena, a mulatto army officer 

who had lived among the Cunas for forty years, converted 

their cacique and other tribal officials. He then 

asked the governor of the Choco, Francisco Martmez, 

-Kuethe, Military Reform, p. 137; Torres de 
Arauz, "Choco," pp. 1118-1119. 

^This development was probably caused by a 
shift in British interests away from Darien to logging 
operation in Honduras. Luengo Munoz, "Genesis," 
p. 363; J. Leitch Wright, Jr., Anglo-Spanish Rivalry 
in North America (Athens: The University of Georgia 
Press, 1971), p. 85. 

"^Eslava, in Relaciones de mando, p. 40. 
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that the Cunas be settled in a town and assigned 

resg-aardos and a priest. The request was relayed to 

the viceroy who quickly approved it on 12 May 1759. 

A month later Solis instructed Martinez to construct 

the town on a pleasant site on the Murrí River. When 

completed, the reduction was christened San Bartolome' 

de Murrindo and placed in the hands of Franciscans 

from the Serafica Provincia Santafereria. Evangelization 

from this missicn initially produced numerous converts. 

Within the first three months, for example, San Bar-

tolome brought in 160 Indians.^ 

Several misfortunes, however, handicapped the 

mission during its early years. Because of its remote-

/ / 

ness from Bogota, San Bartolome was unable to procure 

food and other essential supplies, nor were Franciscan 

superiors able to service it adequately. Furthermore, 

the reduction's first prefect, Orencio Candia, died 

Solis, in Relaciones de mando, p. 77; Sergio 
Elías Ortiz, Nuevo Reino de Granada: El Virreyiiato, 
vol. 4 of Historia extensa de Colombia, ed. Luis 
Martmez Delgado, 25 vols. (Bogotá: Ediciones Lerner, 
1970), bk. 2, p. 54; Groot, Historia eclesiastica y 
civil, 2:80, 82, 99; Gregorio Árcila Robledo, Las 
misiones franciscanas en Colombia (Bogcta: Imprenta 
Nacional, 1950), pp. 42-43. 
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soon after its establishment, leaving the mission 

without effective leadership and advocacy. Without 

Candia's lobbying efforts before civil authorities, 

San Bartolome' lost its escolta, rendering it defense-

less against Indian attack. The mission also became 

the subject of a jurisdictional dispute with the 

Franciscan College of Cali, further hindering its 

effectiveness.^ 

Unable to overcorae these burdens, the mission 

of San Bartolome de Murrindo, which had such promising 

beginnings, folded in less than twelve years. As 

reported in a contemporary account, 

. . . in the year [17] 70 or 71, the priest, hiding 
himself in the raountain, found the village deserted 
the next morning. Thirteen years of work evaporated 
in an instant.lO 

Problems elsewhere with the Cunas arose about 

the same time the San Bartolome raission failed. In 

1760 the capital of Darien once again had to raoved in 

the face of renewed Cuna hostilities. This time, it 

was transferred to Yaviza, about eight kilometers north 

^Arcila Robledo, Misiones franciscanas, pp 
44-47. 

10 Quoted in ibid., p. 49 
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of El Real de Santa María."̂ "'" 

On the opposite side of the Gulf of Uraba, 

the Cunas destroyed a small French colony located on 

the Caiman River. This attack was somewhat surprising 

because the French generally had friendly relations 

with the Cunas, even to the point of freely inter-

marrying with them. Difficulty arose when the French 

settlers recognized the sovereignty of the Spanish 

monarch and placed themselves under his protection. 

This raove made the French colonists enemies of the 

12 Cunas, and they paid for it with their lives. 

Cuna military strength and hostility intensified 

throughout the seventies and into the eighties as the 

British again focused their interest on the isthm'us 

and its aborigines. By 1772 Cuna raids extended east-

ward beyond the Sinu River into Cartagena province. 

In 1780 the Cunas successfully beseiged a fortified 

military garrison in Darien which had been deployed 

to guard against British incursions. Two ĵlrears later. 

llTorres de Arauz, "Choco," pp. 1118-1119. 

12silvestre, Descripcion, p. 49; Caballero y 
in Relaciones de mando, 

El Virreynato, bk. 2, pp. 52-53. 
Gongora, in Relaciones de raando, p. 7 51; Elias Ortiz, 
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a group of Cuna warriors raassacred 140 Spanish soldiers 

who were shipwrecked on Darien's northern coast while 

in route tc Cartagena from Havana to bolster the New 

Kingdom's defenses against British attack. The following 

year, 1783, Cunas attacked San Geronimo de Buena Vista, 

an important western outpost of Cartagena province. 

This last attack particularly distressed Spanish 

officials because of San Geronimo's relative proximity 

to Cartagena and its distance from Darien. Also, the 

assault had been carried out with the aid of Indians 

/ 

from along the Sinu River who were thought to be 

reduced,13 

As demonstrated by the rapid spread of Cuna 

hostilities m Darien and the Choco, traditional 

pacification methods became ineffectual among the 

Cunas. In fact, the early successes of missionaries 

m Darien and San Bartolome de Murrmdo proved to be 

an anomaly in Spanish-Indian relations. The true 

prevailing state of affairs became apparent during the 

13 ^ 
Moreno y Escandon, "Estado del Virreinato," 

p. 572; Kuethe, Military Reform, p. 137; Caballero y 
Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, p. 752; Luengo Munoz, 
"Genesis," p. 378. 
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administration of Viceroy Jose Alonso Pizarro (17 49-

1753). He sent two very capable Jesuit missionaries, 

Pedro Fabre and Salvador Grande, to Darien to exam.ine 

the region with a view toward establishing a mission. 

They returned disheartened, reporting that trade with 

foreigners and their propoganda against Catholicism, 

the Spanish king, and all other Spaniards had so 

infected the Cunas as to put them beyond help. Fabre 

and Grande simply concluded that they could do nothing 

among the Cunas of Darien. 

The failure of the missions to control the 

Cunas posed two outstanding problems for Spanish 

authorities besides pacification: economic dislocation 

and an unchecked British threat to Spanish hegemony in 

the isthmian region. Regarding the former, the prov-

ince's scant population in the eighteenth century was 

a clear indication of economic problems. In 1712 

Spanish inhabitants in Darien nurabered 20,000; by 

^^Julian, Perla, p. 248. 

•̂ Ŝee Narvaez y la Torre, "Relacion, o informe, 
de la provincia de Santa Marta y Rio Hacha . . . ," 
pp. 35, 41-42, for an example of contemporary Spanish 
thinking on the interrelationship of population and 
economic prosperity. 
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1780 repeated Cuna and British assaults reduced the 

population to only 1,000.^^ Thus, the province's 

economy, which was based on agriculture and gold raining, 

was doubly handicapped. Hacendados and raine owners 

found themselves without an adequate labor supply 

while, at the same time, they had to contend with 

hostile Indians. Moreover, the Cunas often directly 

molested sugar cane and cacao haciendas, thereby hin-

dering production. Output of tobacco and indigo 

similarly stagnated. Even the crops that were har-

vested frequently fell prey to Cuna ambushes while in 

route to raarket.l^ 

The raost important consequence of the Indian 

harassment and the labor shortage, however, was that 

they forced the gold mines of Darien to close down.l^ 

One such raine, named the Holy Spirit, was located near 

the former provincial capital of Santa Cruz de Cana. 

When in operation, this mine had produced over 180,000 

l^Kuethe, Military Reform, p. 137. 

l'^Silvestre, Descripcion, pp. 44, 45, 48. 

l^Ibid.; Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones 
de mando, p. 7 52; Messía de la Cerda, in Relaciones 
de mando, p. 115. 
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silver pesos worth of gold annually, an amount suffi-

cient to "financially support the province of Panama."l^ 

In fact, the gold there was so abundant and of such high 

quálity that the mine was nicknamed Potosi. But in 1712 

Cuna and British attacks against Santa Cruz de Cana and 

an explosion in the mine closed the Holy Spirit to all 

future use and turned the once famous town into a 

miseráble settlement. By 1787 Santa Cruz's only 

inhabitants were a priest, eight very poor Negro and 

Indian families, and twenty-one soldiers who raanned 

its casa-fuerte.20 

Production frora other gold mines in Darien 

was also potentially high. A lieutenant in the Fixed 

Infantry Battalion of Panama, Manuel Garcia de Villalba, 

estiraated that the tax revenue frora Darien's mines 

would be enough to establish "a mint capable of meeting 

l^Manuel Garcia de Villalba, "Descripcion 
/ 

de la Provincia del Darien . . . . Medios de poblarla 
al sur y discurso reflexivo sobre el conquista," 
Panamá, 30 September 1787, Anuario colorabiano de his-
toria social y de la cultura 2 (1965): 142 (hereafter 
cited as Anuario colorabiano). 

^^lbid.; Luengo Munoz, "Genesis," p. 36 3. 
A casa-fuerte is a fort constructed much like a house, 
often two stories, in which the garrison lives. 
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the needs of the entire viceroyalty [of New Granada] 

without any assistance from Peru . . . ."̂ "̂  Unfor-

tunately for the Spanish, when Garcia de Villalba wrote 

that appraisal, the rich gold mines were in the hands 

of the Cunas and far frora any Spanish settleraents.^^ 

The situation in the northern Choco was no 

better. There too the sraall Spanish forces faltered 

before superior Cuna might, leaving Spanish settlers 

along the Atrato River unprotected. The Cunas simply 

robbed and murdered whomever crossed their path.23 

Another problem in the northern Choco, hov/ever, 

was of greater concern to government officials than 

mere robbery; it was gold smuggling by the Cunas and 

their English allies. The gold raines of the Choco 

were among the most productive in America. Yearly 

legal production during the viceregal years averaged 

almost 310,000 silver pesos.24 g^^ that figure did not 

•̂'•García de Villalba, "Descripcion," p. 149. 

^^lbid. 

Messía de la Cerda, in Relaciones de mando, 
pp. 114-115. 

"̂̂ Williara F. Sharp, "The Profitability of 
Slavery in the Colombian Choco, 1680-1810," HAHR 55 
(August 1975): 490. 
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represent the total output of the Choco's mines because 

during that same period the Cunas and English thieves 

illegally took out each year one-third to one-half of 

all gold mined in the province.25 

The Spanish crown unwittindjly encouraged the 

devastating drain of bullion frora the Choco. Until 

177 8, royal law closed the Atrato River to navigation 

by Spanish subjects. Designed to control illicit 

transit, it actually opened the river to travel by 

Indians and foreigners, while at the sarae tirae irapeding 

the flow of supplies to loyal vassals.26 ill-equipped 

and widely separated Spanish defense posts along the 

Atrato allowed the Cuna raiders to travel the river 

undetected. Upriver, the Cunas plundered gold ship-

raents. They then returned down the Atrato, laden with 

gold, to the Gulf of Uraba, where the treasure was 

27 passed on to foreign raerchants. 

25silvestre, Descripcion, p. 73; Sharp, "Profit-
ability of Slavery," p. 491. 

26Moreno y Escandon, "Estado del Virreinato," 
pp. 567, 569; Guirior, in Relaciones de mando, pp. 
135-136. 

^^julian, Perla, p. 250. 
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Not only did the Cunas illegally remove a 

considerable portion of the Choco's gold output, they 

threatened to cut it a full 90 percent. Spanish 

officials feared the Cuna assaults on raines and 

haciendas would provoke a rebellion among the province's 

seven thousand slaves.^^ As slaves mined at least 90 

percent of the gold taken in the Choco, the potential 

economic disaster of a slave uprising was frightening 

29 

indeed. In the words of Antonio Francisco Moreno y 

Escandon, such a catastrophe "would collapse the 

machinery of the viceroyalty." Making the potential 

for disaster even greater was the fact that the mine 

owners and hacendados could do little to prevent an 

alliance between the rebellious Cunas and slaves. 

The entire white population of the Choco in 17 82 
31 totalled only 3 59, while the slaves numbered 7,0 88. 

^^Silvestre, Descripcic^n, pp. 52-53; Sharp, 
"Profitability of Slavery," p. 470. 

2^Ibid. 

•^^"Estado del Virreinato," p. 568. 

^•^Sharp, "Profitability of Slavery," p. 470 
Silvestre's population figures for 17 89 show little 
difference with the 1782 totals. 
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While the unpacified Cunas disrupted Spanish 

commercial activities in Darien and the Choco, they 

fostered an enemy of Spain potentially more dangerous 

than themselves—the British. The Panamanian isthmus, 

as the Spanish gateway to the Pacific Ocean and Perií, 

had long attracted the attention of other European 

nations, especially England, for they saw it as their 

own door to the riches of Peru. Specifically, British 

interests focused on the Darien region. The province 

of Panama itself was too well fortified and Veragua 

too densely populated for outsiders to move through 

them. But Darien provided relatively easy access to 

the Pacific. It was, until 1680, without organized 

defenses and populated only by the Cuna Indians. 

Therefore, the English had only to gain the friendship 

32 of the natives in order to cross the region. 

On one hand, the English possessed items which 

the Cunas wanted and needed; on the other, the Cunas 

controlled Darien. So, the two peoples struck a 

bargain in which the Cunas received firearms and other 

^^Luengo Munoz, "Genesis," pp. 350-351. 
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trade goods, while the British acquired the Indians' 

assistance in harassing Spanish activities in the 

isthmus. By 1680 the Anglo-Cuna alliance had forged a 

serious threat to Spanish interests in Darien as demon-

strated by the sackings of Santa Cruz de Cana and Santa 

Maria.^ Viceroy Caballero y Gongora described the 

result of the accord in these words: 

The communication of Spaniards with the Indians 
[Cunas] was cut, and they [the Cunas] completely 
gave themselves over into the hands of foreigners 
who freely and openly enjoyed all the fruits of 
the coasts [̂of Darien] , to the absolute exclusion 
of Spaniards.34 

English pirates wasted little time in exploiting 

Spanish v/eakness in Darien and their friendship with 

the Cunas. In 1575 John Oxenham crossed Darien, built 

and launched a bergantine in the Gulf of San Miguel, 

and preyed on Spanish shipping in the Pacific. Other 

pirates followed in his footsteps for the next two 

decades. But with the deaths of Francis Drake and 

Francis Parker at Portobelo near the turn of the 

33julian, Perla, p. 249; Luengo Munoz, "Genesis," 
pp. 357-359, 349, 363; Torres de Arauz, "Choco," pp. 
1124-1125. 

34in Relaciones de raando, pp. 749-750. 
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century, direct attacks on Dariê n stopped for nearly 

fifty years.35 

In 1655, however, Admiral William Penn, as 

part of Oliver Cromwell's "Western Design," captured 

Jamaica. That victory gave British corsairs and mer-

chants a permanent base of operations from which to 

harass Spanish territories, especially the isthmus of 

/36 . . 

Panama. British attacks on the isthmus once again 

came in swift succession. Among them were the sacking 

of Panama by Henry Morgan in 1671 and separate assaults 

on El Real de Santa María in 1680, 1684, and 1686.^^ 

Following close on the heels of the British 

successes against Santa Maria, a Scottish trading 

company established a colony at Caledonia Bay in 1698 

for the purpose of expropriating nearby gold raines and 

preying on Spanish shipping in the Caribbean. To the 

Council of the Indies and Spanish-American officials, 

the Scottish venture was merely a ruse of the English 

•^^Luengo Munoz, "Genesis," pp. 355-356. 

^^lbid., pp. 356-357; Wright, Rivalry, p. 44. 

"̂̂ lbid. , pp. 52, 53; LuengoMunoz, "Genesis," 
pp. 349, 357; Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de 
mando, p. 7 51. 
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government to establish its own foothold in Spain's 

American dominions. A Spanish force under the command 

of Admiral Jose Ignacio Peredo, however, expelled the 

Scots only two years after the colony was founded. 

But as the Peredo expedition was limited to destroying 

the Scottish settlement without establishing a Spanish 

colony in its stead, the coast soon returned to its 

forraer state as a base for British pirates and Cuna 

3 Q 

raiders. 

In 1703 Spain's fear of British collusion in 

the Caledonia Bay colony seeraed verified as Great 

Britain atterapted to land seven hundred troops at the 

site of the abandoned Scottish settleraent. The next 

year further validity to Spain's uneasiness appeared 

when Lionel Wafer, a faraous Scottish surgeon who had 

lived among the Cunas for a short time in 1681, called 

on England to establish a forraal settlement in Darien 

and thereby "cut the cord holding the Spanish American 

o o / , 

•^^Caballero y Gongora, m Relaciones de mando, 
p. 751; George Pratt Insh, The Company of Scotland 
Trading to Africa and the Indies (London: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1932), pp. 152-153. 

39 ^ 
Luengo Munoz, "Genesis," p. 361. 
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empire together." Apprehension among government 

officials grew following the capture of a British agent, 

Pedro Alejandro Velasco, during the tenure of Viceroy 

Pedro Messia de la Cerda (1761-1772). Velasco revealed 

under interrogation that Great Britain was prepared for 

an assault on Darien which, if launched, would deal a 

severe blow to Spanish shipping in the Caribbean. As 

Velasco explained, "As the heart is positioned in the 

human body, so is the Gulf of Darien [culf of Urabá], 

or Calidonia as [the English] call it, situated with 

a great trade between Portobelo and Cartagena. "̂•'-

Not only did British interest in Darien pose 

possible dangers to commerce on the Spanish Main, it 

also threatened an invasion of the Choco and Antioquia. 

Moreno y Escandon warned. 

It is true that along the coasts of Caledonia 
and the Gulf of Darien . . . foreigners have open 
relations with all the disloyal Indians there, 
not only for their trade, but also to establish 
themselves in Darien, and even to invade the juris-
dictions of the Choco, the conservation of which 

John Prebble, The Darien Disaster: A Scots 
Colony in the New World, 1689-1700 (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, 1968), pp. 65-67. 

41 / 
Moreno y Escandon, "Estado del Virreinato," 

pp. 564-565. 
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demands and merits the utmost attention of the 
Governraent of our Crown, because they [the juris-
dictions of the Choco] and those of Antioquia, 
their neighbor, are the ones whose mines produce 
gold, the only product on which the continued 
existence of this viceroyalty depends . . . .42 

To be sure, the fiscal overly dramatized his case, 

but not without legitimate concern. The province of 

Darien was of immense strategic value to whoever con-

trolled it. Working together, British filibusters and 

Cuna Indians were a formidable menace to Spanish 

hegemony there and throughout the Empire. As explained 

by the governor of Darien, Andres de Ariza, a British 

colony in Darien "just might lead to the downfall of 

our Monarchy in America." 

The solution, then, to the interrelated prob-

lems faced by Spanish authorities in Darien—unpacified 

Indians, economic dislocation, and the British threat— 

called for prior consideration. The crown responded 

on 15 August 1783 with an order to Viceroy Antonio 

Caballero y Gongora (1782-1789) calling for the "imme-

diate reduction or extermination of the Indians ĵ of 

'^^"Estado del Virreinato," p. 566. 

43 / 
Luengo Munoz, "Genesis," p. 378. 
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DarienJ because, by all means, the coast should be 

44 
occupied." As explained by the Archbishop-Viceroy, 

the king issued the order 

to redeem the Nation from the opprobriura which, 
with a single blow, the wretched Indians inflict 
on it with such boldness and audacity; to avenge 
the blood of its vassals, of whose haciendas the 
Government -is guarantor; to dislodge the foreigners 
from the coasts where they engage in contraband, 
not only with the Indians but also with the interior 
Provinces; to prevent once and for all the designs 
of Great Britain in this important Isthmus, the 
Crown has issued royal orders . . . calling for the 
immediate punishment and subjugation of the Indians 
. . . and the occupation of the coast . . , ,^^ 

By the tirae Caballero y Gongora received his 

orders, the crown had raade several attempts to implement 

such a policy. None, however, succeeded. An expedition 

headed by Field Marshal Manuel de Alderate secured a 

capitulation of peace from the Cunas in 17 27, but the 

Indians soon reneged on their agreement and returned to 

their old ways. In July 1729 the crown, believing 

that the Cunas could not be permanently pacified without 

the establishment of formal towns of Spaniards within 

/ 
^^Caballero y Gôngora, in Relaciones de mando, 

pp. 753-754; Silvestre, Descripcic^n, p. 49. 

Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de raando, 
D. 752. 
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their territory, ordered that families from the Canary 

Islands be resettled along the Darien coast. The order 

was not carried out. Two years later the king repeated 

it, sending it to the governor of Panaraa, the Marques 

de Villahermosa. To insure the project's success, 

Fernando VI commanded the viceroy of Peru and the 

governors of the Choco and Cartagena to supply Villa-

hermosa with all things necessary for the enterprise. 

4 6 
But, again, nothing was done. 

Indeed, not until the administration of Viceroy 

Pedro Messia de la Cerda (1761-1772) did the authorities 

act to pacify the Cunas and drive the British out of 

Darien; but, even then, the efforts were miniraal. Messia 

de la Cerda sent arms, powder, and aramunition to the 

casas-fuertes on the Atrato River to help the colonists 

there repel the Cunas.. Moreno y Escandon described 

these extra supplies, though, as "very niggardly and 

„48 
qu ite insufficient to withstand the Cuna attacks. 

"^^Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, 

pp. 752-753. 

"^"^Messía de la Cerda, in Relaciones de mando, 

p. 107. 

^^"Estado del Virreinato," p. 567. 
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On a more positive note, Messía de la Cerda 

complied with an order from the new king, Charles III, 

dated 6 February 1760, to reconnoiter the Caribbean 

coast of Darien in search of a port suitable for the 

construction of a fort which would serve to prevent 

British landings and pacify the Cunas.^ The viceroy 

entrusted Antonio Arevalo and Antonio Narvaez y la 

Torre, both engineers and dependable public servants, 

with the project. Arevalo quickly went to work, and 

the plans he forraulated were well received by the 

crown.^^ 

The next year the crown issued orders based 

on Arevalo's proposals calling for the construction 

of a fort on the Caiman River, which emptied into the 

eastern side of the Gulf of Uraba, and for the forti-

fication of the Bay of.Caledonia. Neither Messia de 

la Cerda nor his successor, Manuel Guirior (1772-1776) , 

executed them. Guirior explained that he saw the fort 

as a deterrent to Cuna raids and as a refuge for Spanish 

/ 
^^Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, 

p. 753; Luengo Munoz, "Genesis," p. 369. 

^^lbid., pp. 369-370. 
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ships harassed by British pirates in the Gulf of Uraba. 

But already committed to pacification of the Guajiros 

in Riohacha, he simply lacked the raanpower and funds 

to pursue an active policy in Darien.^"^ 

Similarly, in 177 8 Viceroy Manuel Antonio 

Florez (1776-1782) disregarded a royal order calling 

for the preparation for an invasion of Darien.^^ But 

Florez also had good reason for non-corapliance. First, 

he inherited Guirior's coramitment to action in Riohacha. 

Then, the Comunero rebellion in the uplands forced him 

to withdraw troops nomally stationed in Darien as did 

the raenacing presence of British naval squadrons off 

Santa Marta and Cartagena. Also, reinforceraents dis-

patched to aid Florez's government in the form of two 

companies of the Regiment of the Crown were shipwrecked 

on the Darien coast and raurdered by Cuna Indians in 

53 
1782. 

^louirior, in Relaciones de raando, p. 135. 

^^Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de raando, 
p. 753; Kuethe, Military Reform, p. 138. 

•̂̂ Luengo Munoz, "Genesis," pp. 371-372. 
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Guirior and the governor of Darien, Andres de 

Ariza, did, however, order the construction of four 

inland casas-fuertes in Darien at Yavisa, Real de 

Santa Marxa, Canacoto, and Chapigana. Guirior and 

Ariza assigned fifty regulars to the garrison at Yavisa, 

the newly named provincial capital. The other three 

forts each received detachments of twenty regulars, 

supplemented by approximately ninety local pardos. 

An all out effort to pacify the Cunas of Darien 

did not come^ãbôut until Archbishop Antonio Caballero 

y Gongora becarae viceroy in 1782. At first, it seemed 

that the odds against him in such a venture were too 

great to overcome. Despite the 17 83 royal order to 

subjugate the Cunas and colonize Darien, the crown did 

not furnish the viceroy with troops, colonists, ships, 

or money.^^ Furtherraore, any future economic assis-

tance from Madrid would not be much, if it came at all, 

because the recently concluded war with England had 

left the royal treasury empty. Equally alarming was 

^"^Guirior, in Relaciones de mando, p. 188; 
Kuethe, Military Reform, p. 137. 

Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, 
p. 754. 
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the fact that the Archbishop-Viceroy had just finished 

paying off a public debt of alraost 900,000 pesos which 

his predecessors had accrued. As a result, the vice-

regal treasury, like that of the king, was exhausted.^^ 

Fortunately, Caballero y Gongora possessed 

advantages which viceroys before hira lacked. First, 

he was able to focus his interest on Darie'n and the 

successful corapletion of its pacification. Secondly, 

the Comunero rebellion had been brought to a close 

with his issuance of a general pardon to its partici-

pants on 7 August 1782.^"^ Thirdly, Caballero y Gongora 

had at his disposal a newly strengthened military.^^ 

Given all these realities, both bad and good, the 

Archbishop-Viceroy decided the pacification of the 

Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, 
p. 754. 

57 • ' 
Ibid.; Luengo Munoz, "Genesis," p. 374; 

Phelan, Peoplé and the King, p. 225. 

^ Kuethe, Military Reform, pp. 138, 141. See 
the work cited here for a full explanatin of the mili-
tary reforras and how they strengthened the array in 
New Granada. For the purposes of this paper, let it 
suffice to say that the reforras consisted of the estab-
lishment of disciplined militias and the expansion and 
reorganization of the regular array. 
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Cunas was worth whatever risks it entailed. Accordingly, 

he proceeded to comply with the royal decree of 15 

August 1783. 

His first step was to solicite reports in January 

1784 from men he considered to be especially well-versed 

in the Cuna problera. The six raen he chose were Antonio 

/ 

Arevalo, who had coramanded the Riohacha campaign for 

Guirior and had mapped Darien for Messía de la Cerda; 

Antonio Vasquez, the sargento mayor of the Plaza of 

Cartagena and currently serving in the Choco; Felix 

Martmez Malo, the goverenor of Portobelo; Ramon de 

Carvajal, coramandant general of Panama; Andres de 

Ariza, governor of Darien and who had experience in 

Cuna pacification and the establishment of settleraents 

in that province; and Antonio de la Torre Miranda, who 

had distinguished hiraself through pacification projects 
/ 59 

in the Choco. 

The responses of all six officers reflected a 

hardening attitude toward the Cunas for they all 

envisioned a prominent role for the military. They 

^^Luengo Muíîbz, "Genesis," pp. 3 80-3 81; Kuethe, 
Military Reforra, p. 139. 
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differed, however, on how best to utilize it. Four of 

the respondents—Arevalo, Carvajal, Vasquez, and Malo— 

favored exterraination of the Cunas by pincer-like 

sweeps by Spanish troops and Choco Indians through the 

region.60 ^he viceroy hiraself preferred this strategy. 

The remaining two officials—de la Torre and Ariza— 

favored the construction of new fortified settlements 

/ 

m Darien. They argued that the Cunas, finding thera-

selves divided by and under constant surveillance from 

the towns, would voluntarily submit to Spanish author-
ity.^1 

Caballero y Gongora submitted the proposals 

to New Granada's Junta de Tribunales Superiores which 

selected the vaguest plan of the six, that of Antonio 

de la Torre Miranda. The viceroy accepted the tribunal's 

recoramendation but not.without first raaking sorae changes 

of his ovm. De la Torre originally called for the 

60 / 
Arevalo, having witnessed the Apiesi debacle 

in Riohacha, was now convinced that peaceful raethods 
could not pacify warlike Indians. Therefore, he favored 
their extermination. Alcacer, Misiones capuchinas, 
p. 215. 

61 / 
Luengo Muríoz, "Genesis," pp. 386-397; Kuethe, 

Military Reform, pp. 139-140. 
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building of nine settleraents in Darien. The viceroy 

amended the plan so that it encompassed only four new 

towns, all to be built on the Caribbean side of the 

isthmus. They were: Caiman, to be located at the 

mouth of the Caiman River on the eastern side of the 

Gulf of Uraba; Caledonia, the site of the former 

Scottish colony; Mandinga, to be located at the mouth 

of the Mandinga River which entered the Caribbean Sea 

just south of the Point of San Blas; and Concepcion, 

which would be located halfway between Caledonia and 

6 2 
Mandinga. 

At the same time, Caballero y Gongora forwarded 

the six proposals to the crown for perusal and decision 

Royal officials, disagreeing with the Junta's verdict, 

authorized the viceroy to do "anything . . . that 

would further the containment and extinction of the 

barbarous and cruel Indians, who should not be left 

without the bloody . . . punishment their atrocities 

deserve."^-^ Bureaucratic delays and the distance 

^^Luengo Munoz, "Genesis," pp. 397-399; Kuethe, 
Military Reform, p. 140. 

/ 
63 Quoted in Luengo Munoz, "Genesis," p. 3 82 
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between Madrid and Santa Fe de Bogotá, however, so 

delayed this answer from the king that it 'arrived too 

late to affect the Darién campaign.^^ Nonetheless, the 

crown's authorization demonstrated its resolve to pursue 

a hard-line policy with the Cuna Indians. 

Committed, then, to the colonization plan of 

de la Torre, Caballero y Gongora selected the author 

himself to direct its iraplementation. De la Torre, 

however, proved to be incompetent as the coramander of 

the Darien expedition. Hoping to be promoted before 

beginning the invasion of the isthraus, this infantry 

captain deliberately delayed the proceedings with 

requests for more men and supplies. Also, de la Torre 

failed to consult with Arevalo on the project as the 

viceroy had ordered. Consequently, in October 1784 

Caballero y Gongora traveled to Cartagena to person-

ally direct preparations for the expedition. Upon his 

arrival, he promptly replaced de la Torre with Field 

Marshal Antonio Arevalo, and although the campaign's 

official emphasis on colonization did not change, it 

assumed a hard-line stance. Arevalo and the viceroy 

64 
Luengo Munoz, "Genesis," p. 382. 
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concluded the assemblage of men and materiel, and in 

January 1785 they dispatched the first of the Dariê n 

expeditionary forces.^^ 

The first two waves of the Spanish assault landed 

simultaneously at Caiman and Mandinga on 3-4 February 

1785. The two forces beat back token Indian resistance 

and established fortified garrisons. A third settle-

ment, Concepcion, was also established in February. 

There, the Cunas deployed over three hundred warriors, 

but they were unable to repel the Spanish landing. 

The next invasion force, consisting of over one thousand 

men led by Arevalo, landed unopposed at Caledonia in 

July and rechristened it Carolina del Darien in honor 

of Charles III. Shortly thereafter, Governor Ariza 

founded a fifth fortified settlement naraed Puerto 

Prmcipe. It was located on the Pacific side of the 

isthmus at the mouth of the Sabana River. 

°^Luengo Munoz, "Genesis," pp. 400-406; Kuethe, 
Military Reform, p. 141; Jose Manuel Perez Ayala, 
Antonio Caballero y Gongora: Virrey y arzobispo de 
Santa Fe, 1723-1796 (Bogotá: Imprenta Municipal, 1951) , 
p. 167. 

6 6 / 
Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, 

p. 755; Garcia de Villalba, "Descripcion," pp. 14 9, 
136-138, 140; LuengoMunoz, "Genesis," pp. 413-415. 
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Spain's initial victories were followed by 

conciliations from its enemies. Shortly after the 

Spaniards took Mandinga, the chief priest, or Lebe, 

of the Cunas of Mandinga journeyed to Cartagena and 

swore fealty to the Spanish king in the name of the 

eight towns under his jurisdiction. Also in early 1785, 

Charles III sent Caballero y Gongora a copy of a message 

relayed frora London to the Lieutenant Governor of 

Jamaica that British subjects were to give no more aid, 

such as the sale of firearms, to the Cunas.^*^ 

Reflecting the expanded army with which Caballero 

y Gongora was working, the garrisons deployed in the 

1785 settlements were far larger than any yet eraployed 

by the viceregal governraent. Whereas the settlements 

fortified by Guirior in both Darien and Riohacha had 

garrisons of about one hundred men, these ranged in 

number from Caiman's 17 4 troops to Carolina's 3 89. 

/ 
The other towns—Concepcion, Mandinga, and Puerto 

/ fi 8 
Prmcipe—each had about two hundred soldiers. 

fi7 ^ 
Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, 

p. 755. 

6 8 / 
Kuethe, Military Reform, pp. 202-20 3; Garcia 

de Villalba, "Descripcion," p. 139. 
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The navy of New Granada mirrored the rapid 

growth and utilization of the army in the Darien cam-

paign. Viceroy Florez, who had preceded the Archbishop-

Viceroy, had allowed the navy to fall into a lamentable 

state of disrepair and unreadiness. Caballero y Gon-

gora, therefore, needing a ready fleet to transport men 

and supplies to Darien, availed himself of "all recourses 

which necessity suggested."^^ Within the first year of 

the Darien carapaign, the viceroy appropriated two 

bergantines and a schooner, arraed raerchant vessels and 

recalled coast guard sloops, and bought three warships 

and ordered the construction of six raore. By 17 87 the 

number of vessels assigned to Darien action rose to 

70 twenty-eight. 

The civilian population in the new settlements 

was substantial as well. In addition to the colonists 

themselves, the government brought in support personnel, 

such as, carpenters, doctors, and bureaucrats. By April 

1787 over 250 families resided in Caiman and Carolina. 

^^Caballero y Gongora, in Rslaciones de mando, 
p. 273. 

^Olbid. 
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In contrast, the ecclesiastical community in Darien 

remained sraall, and raost friars chose to work within the 

fortified settlements. Several, however, did go out 

among the Cunas in the hinterland of Concepcion.'̂ -'-

As evidenced by the status of evangelization, 

success did not characterize all Spanish efforts in the 

isthmus. Even the army occasionally fell prey to 

failure. For exaraple, a corapany of four hundred soldiers 

under the coramand of the Captain of Grenadiers of the 

/ 
Regiment of the Princess, Luis de la Carrera, left 

Puerto Principe in March 1786, bound for Carolina. 

In two months the column returned to Puerto Principe, 

many of its raen sick and all weary. During that time, 

they progressed only six leagues, or about two miles. 

The primary cause of the setback was the unexpected 

flooding of the Sucubti and Chucanaque Rivers, which 

72 made the route to Carolina impassable. Though this 

particular expedition floundered, it consumed over 

fifteen thousand pesos' worth of supplies. Adding 

'̂ •'-Kuethe, Military Reform, p. 142 

"̂ M̂arch was the last month of the dry season 
. / 

in Darien. 
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insult to injury was the fact that the Cunas took such 

accidents of fate as signs of Spanish weakness and 

73 
cowardlmess. 

To the Spaniards' credit, the failure at Puerto 

Principe was an exception to the rule. More indicative 

of the army's capability was a victorious encounter at 

Carolina in September 1785. The Spanish forces there 

repulsed a Cuna assault with few casualties of their 

own, even though the fort's gun emplacements were not 

yet complete. The government, then, relied on the 

military to impress upon the Cunas the futility of 

continued rebellion. During the next two years, 

Spanish soldiers burned many of the natives' crops 

75 and villages and inflicted heavy Cuna casualties. 

The viceroy also used cunning to defeat the 

/ 

Cunas. Acting on a suggestion frora Antonio Narvaez 

y la Torre, the former governor of Santa Marta, 

Caballero y Gongora employed the very Britons who 

"̂ Ĝarcía de Villalba, "Descripcion," pp. 146-147 

"̂ "̂ lbid. , p. 136. 

Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, 
p. 7 55; Kuethe, Military Reform, p. 14 3. 
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had been aiding the Cunas' cause to convince the Indians 

that they could no longer rest their hopes on the 

English and, instead, must turn to the Spanish for 

friendship and protection if they wished to raaintain 

their relatively high standard of living. The plan 

worked. Enrique Cooper, who had done business with the 

Cunas for nearly twenty years, persuaded Cacique General 

Bernardo, the patriarch of the Cunas, and five lesser 

7 6 
Cuna officials to accept peace on Spanish terms. 

Following a subsequent conference with Field 

Marshal Arevalo, the Indian leaders traveled to Turbaco, 

a small town just outside Cartagena, where, on 21 July 

llSl, they and Viceroy Caballero y Gongora signed the 

77 
treaty of peace. The terms of the pact reflected 

the same concerns that had prompted the invasion of 

Darien two years earlier. First, the Cunas recognized 

Charles III as their "legitimate lord and Sovereign." 

"^^Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, 

pp. 755-756. 

"^"^"Convencion de paz y vassallage celebrada 
por los indios del Darien con el Excelentisimo Senor 
Virrey de Santa Fe, D. Antonio Caballero y Gongora," 
in Perez Ayala, Caballero y Gongora, p. 16 8; Caballero 
y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, p. 756. 
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They then offered their reduction and pacification so 

that they raight live among the Spanish citizens of 

Darien as good vassals of the king. The Indians also 

promised to submit their claims against Spaniards to 

a duly appointed judicial officer. Furtherraore, the 

Cunas were prohibited frora engaging in "any forra of 

commerce and coramunication with foreigners," a stipu-

lation which also applied to Spaniards. Lastly, the 

Cunas were no longer allowed to bear arms, except for 

agricultural implements or tools for hunting and 

78 fishing. 

The victors, in return, forgave the Cunas of 

their past misdeeds. They allowed thera to travel 

freely throughout the realm and to sell their goods 

in any jurisdiction of New Granada. The viceroy and 

his advisors also granted both the Indians and Spaniards 

the right to settle on any unoccupied land. Finally, 

stiff penalties were prescribed for any Spanish merchant 

79 who cheated a Cuna customer. 

'^^"Convencion de paz," pp. 168, 171; Caballero 
y Gcíngora, in Relaciones de mando, p. 7 56. 

"Convencion de paz," pp. 168-170. 
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As evidence of his determination to make the 

treaty work, the viceroy promised swift retaliation 

against any Cuna who broke it.^° He also kept the 

Darien expeditionary force at full strength and proposed 

a darmg colonization program. The viceroy wanted to 

populate Darien with Spanish farailies frora New Granada, 

but he also authorized the use of farailies frora the 

United States as colonists. In this way, Caballero y 

Gongora hoped to add the stabilizing influence of 

whites to the truce in Darien, thereby correcting a 

82 deficiency in previous atterapts to pacify the Cunas. 

The scheme failed, however, as an epidemic in Darien 

forced raany of the prospective colonists to reraain in 

Cartagena or go horae. Most of the North Araericans 

eventually returned to Charleston, South Carolina, 

83 at the expense of the viceroyalty.°^ 

The Spanish victory celebrated at Turbaco was 

^^"Convencion de paz," p. 172. 

^-^Kuethe, Military Reform, p. 144. 

^^Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, 

^^Silvestre, Descripcion, p. 122; Caballero y 
Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, p. 756; Gil y Leraos, 
"Memoria," p. 191. 

p. 756 
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not without cost in other ways as well. According to 

treasury officials, the extraordinary expenses of the 

. / 

Darien campaign left the viceregal treasury in debt 

over 1,300,000 pesos.^"^ The naval construction pro-

gram, intended almost exclusively for the benefit of 

the Darien action, alone cost the viceroyalty 550,000 
8 5 to 600,000 pesos annually. The salaries of the 

soldiers stationed in Darien amounted to 40,000 pesos 

8 6 per year. Also, in order to procure flour supplies 

to feed the Darien armies, the Archbishop-Viceroy had 

granted concessions to foreign merchants in the export 

87 of Santa Marta logwood. But what made such treraen-

dous outlays of money insufferable was the fact that 

as early as 30 Septmeber 1787, only two months after 

the signing of the treaty at Turbaco, the peace that 

Caballero y Gongora thgught to be so strong, began 

^^Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de raando, 
p. 261; Ezpeleta, in Relaciones de raando, p. 359. 

^^Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de raando, 
p. 274. 

^^García de Villalba, "Descripcion," p. 149. 

^^Ezpeleta, in Relaciones de raando, p. 279; 
Allan J. Kuethe, "More on 'The Culmination of the 
Bourbon Reforms': A Perspective from New Granada," 
HAHR 58 (August 1978): 478-479. 
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to fall apart. Despite the treaty and its warnings, 

the Indians who had been converted during the course of 

the Spanish offensive subsequently returned to their 

homes where, lacking the positive influence of nearby 

Spanish or North American colonists, they once again 

fell under the sway of British propoganda against Spain. 

The Cunas became just as troublesorae as they were before 

1785 and just as coraraitted to resisting Spanish 
89 

authority. 

For all practical purposes, the next viceroy, 

Francisco Gil Tobada y Lemos (17 89), and his successors 

obliged the Cunas by discontinuing the viceroyalty's 

efforts in Darien. Gil y Lemos cited two reasons for 

this action. First, New Granada's treasury lacked the 

funds needed to sustain the colonization and maintain 

a large expeditionary force there. Secondly, the 

crown disapproved of the establishment of a North 

American colony in Darien, probably agreeing with 

^^García de Villalba, "Descripcion," p. 150. 

Silvestre, Descripcion, p. 125; Garcia de 
Villalba, "Descripcion," p. 151; Enrique Sanchez 
Pedrote, "El Colonel Hodgson y la expedicion a la 
costa de los Mosquitos," Anuario de estudios americanos 
24 (1967): 1232-1233. 
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Francisco Silvestre that such a colony would, in effect, 

make the English masters of both the Caribbean and the 

Pacific.^^ 

In a broader perspective, the retreat from 

Darien signalled a new fiscal and political conser-

vatism in the Spanish court. Following the deaths of 

Charles III and his Minister of the Indies, Jose de 

Galvez, in 1788 and 1787, respectively, Charles IV 

and his ministry sought to reform large and unpopular 

expenditures in the colonies, such as the occupation 

of Darien. To impose their new program in New Granada, 

91 they had selected Gil y Lemos. 

Gil y Lemos ordered the abandonment of the 

. / 

three coastal settlements m Darien—Mandmga, Concep-

cion, and Carolina—maintaining only Caiman on the 

/92 . . . 

Gulf of Uraba. He then called a special ^unta m 

the summer of 17 89 to plot the evacuation from Darien 

and the preservation of Caiman. The ^unta, in 

^^Gil y Lemos, "Memoria," p. 191; Silvestre, 
Descripcion, p. 87. 

^^Kuethe, "More," pp. 477-478. 

^^Gil y Lemos, "Memoria," p. 191. 
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concurrence with Gil y Lemos's decision, urged the 

incoraing viceroy, Jose Ezpeleta (1789-1797), to follow 

through with the plan, which he did. The three garri-

sons were withdrawn, and everything left behind in the 

93 
settlements was destroyed. 

The junta also decided that the government 

should abandon Caiman as well, judging that it would 

be to the advantage of the viceroyalty if the settlers 
/ 

and functions of Cairaan were transferred to a nearby 

site called Uraba. As expressed by Antonio Arevalo 

and Field Marshal Anastasio Zejudo, Uraba was a 

healthier and raore practical location from which to 

exercise control of the Cunas and protect the recently 

94 legalized navigation on the Atrato River. * 

Estimates for the cost of the transfer were as 

high as forty thousand-pesos. Believing that an 

expenditure of that amount required royal approval, 

Ezpeleta sent the proposal to the king, accompanied 

by his own recommendation that the funds be deducted 

from the appropriations for the construction of 

^"^Ezpeleta, in Relaciones de mando, pp. 360-361 

94ibid. 
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fortifications at Cartagena. When the king received 

Ezpeleta's report, he deferred a decision until he 

could study it in detail. The delay, however, became 

in reality a vote of disapproval.^^ 

Despite the king's refusal to authorize expressly 

the transfer of Caiman to Uraba, the evacuation pro-

ceeded as planned. Most of Caiman's citizens were 

relocated in San Bernardo, after which the settlement 

was destroyed. To provide a semblance of protection 

for traffic in the Gulf of Uraba and at the mouth of 

the Atrato River, Ezpeleta dispatched four small boats 

to patrol the gulf and its coasts. But by the time 

Ezpeleta left office in 1797, only two vessels remained 

96 
on duty. 

Attempts by Ezpeleta and his successor, Pedro 

Mendinueta (1797-1803)^ to fortify the Atrato River 

also collapsed. Because of the direct access to the 

gold mines of the Choco and to New Granada's interior 

provinces which the river provided, both believed that 

^^Mendinueta, in Relaciones de mando, pp 
563-565. 

96 Ezpeleta, in Relaciones de raando, p. 361. 
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the river should be protected as if it was a hostile 

frontier. They argued that fortifications there 

would contain Cuna attacks, or at least provide warning 

to Quibdo, the provincial capital, of an impending 

assault; protect commerce along tiie river; and impede 

98 
contraband. 

In 1771 such a fort, naraed Loraa de las Pulgas, 

was begun, but construction stopped as viceregal 

attention turned to the Darien carapaign. After the 

withdrawal frora Darien, Antonio AreValo joined with 

Ezpeleta and Mendinueta to proraote the reopening of 

Loraa. A royal order issued in 17 96, which limited 

the building of fortifications in New Granada, however, 

99 
effectively killed the Loma project. 

Therefore, like the Gulf of Uraba, the Atrato 

River valley was left virtually defenseless. According 

to Viceroy Mendinueta, 

Almost all the commerce of Choco province is carried 
on the Atrato River, and thereby doubles interest in 

^"^Ezpeleta, in Relaciones de mando, pp. 362, 
399; Mendinueta, in Relaciones de mando, pp. 563-564 

98 
Ezpeleta, in Relaciones de mando, p. 362; 

Mendinueta, in Relaciones de mando, p. 563. 

^^lbid., p. 564. 
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its protection, for finding its entrance without 
defense and its banks depopulated, any small foreign 
squadron can take position in the gulf, where there 
are good ports and from there launch an expedition 
with small boats, and land soldiers, who, regardless 
of their number, would be enough to take that rich 
Province any time they wished, putting in an uproar 
and possibly agitating all neighboring regions, 
which are the farthest inland and most important 
of the Kingdom.lOO 

/ As a result, the Spaniards pulled back behind the Sinu 

River, making it the northwestern frontier of New 

Granada.^^-^ 

As had been the case with Riohacha, Mendinueta 

recognized the collapse of Spanish hegemony in Darien. 

He wrote, 

The rest of the northern coast of the isthmus, 
which usually is called the coast of Darien, extends 
forty leagues in length from the gulf of the same 
name to near Portobelo; [it] is inhabited by rebel-
lious and very harmful Indians, whose reduction is 
something almost hopeless. Recent is the era in 
which it was tried, and notorious is the bad result 
of the project. The unhealthy climate and the 
necessity to live in the settlements, or better 
said, presidios, . . . when there is no effective 
and perpetual war, having to obtain from afar even 
the basic necessities for subsistence, brings about 
the waste of men and raoney which the Kingdom sup-
ports only with difficulty, and the futility of 

•"-̂ l̂n Relaciones de mando, p. 563. 

•̂^ Ezpeleta, in Relaciones de raando, p. 394; 
Mendinueta, in Relaciones de mando, p. 541. 
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this kind of sacrifice . 
from now on.lQ2 

invites little action 

Such a bleak assessraent was hardly questionable 

in view of the history of Spanish-Cuna relations. Hope 

for the pacification of the Cunas with traditional 

mission-oriented methods glirnmered briefly at the outset 

of the viceregal period. The anticipation soured, how-

ever, as the early successes proved illusory. In the 

subsequent years, Cuna hostilities increased, causing 

severe economic losses in Darien and the Choco as well 

as the loss of many lives. The Spaniards retaliated 

with an attempt to subjugate the Indians at gunpoint; 

it was a response wholly justified given the realities 

of the situation. But even the massive military cam-

paign undertaken by Caballero y Gongora did not subdue 

the Cunas. Tired of so many years of fruitless expen-

ditures of money and energy, the Spanish crown, for all 

practical purposes, returned Darien and the northern 

Choco to Cuna sovereignty, just as it had yielded 

Riohacha to the Guajiros. 

Spanish officials generally recognized, and 

102 In Relaciones de mando, p. 565. 
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rightfully so, Cuna bellicosity as the result of British 

complicity with the natives. Yet, despite all the 

resources the government of New Granada could muster, 

it never could override the influence of English agents 

working among the Cunas. Spurred by British propoganda 

against Spain and supplied with British weapons, the 

Cunas were able to spurn most pacification atterapts. 

As other events would prove, New Granada's only success 

in pacifying hostile Indians in the northern tier of 

provinces carae with tribes outside the sphere of 

British influence. 



CHAPTER III 

THE CHIMILAS 

The Chimilas, like their Guajiro neighbors, were 

an unpacifit:d people at the beginning of the viceregency. 

But by 1790, unlike the Guajiros and the Cunas, they were 

convinced to accept Spanish sovereignty. Significantly, 

it was primarily the work of missionaries and the "buen 

ejemplo" of civilian colonists that accomplished the 

feat. To be sure, the government of New Granada did send 

soldiers into action against recalcitrant Indians; 

nevertheless, for most of the viceregal period, the 

military never rose above a secondary role in the Chimila 

pacification. 

Driven from thêir homes by the conquistadores, 

the Chimilas avoided annihilation by retreating into the 

interior of Santa Marta province. There, inhabiting 

area between the Frio, Cesar, and Magdalena Rivers, 

they reestablished their villages and fields and lived 

in relative isolation for more than a cent'ury. As the 

year 1700 approached, Spanish encroachment on the 

88 
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Chimilas' territory intensified. The Chimilas responded 

to the pressure with violence against Spanish settle-

ments and activities. In the words of Antonio Julian, 

a Jesuit missionary in Santa Marta, they became "pirates, 

agitators, cruel, and traitors." 

The damage to life and property caused by the 

Chirailas belied their numbers and technology. An early 

report in 17 50 estimated that the entire Chiraila nation 

3 

nurabered no raore than two hundred farailies. Later, 

the 1779 census placed their population at 8,504, still 

far less than the Guajiros' population. The Chirailas' 

weaponry was also inferior to that of the Guajiros. 

While the latter were adept at using modern firearms, 

the Chimilas relied on bows and arrows. 

The significance of Chimila hostility lay, 

rather, in the primary.object of that hostility— 

Ijames R. Krogzemis, A Historical Geography 
of the Santa Marta Area, Colombia (Berkeley: University 
of California, Department of Geography, 1967), pp. 
18-19, 116. 

2julian, Perla, p. 184. 

3lbid., p. 185. 

"̂ Perez Ayala, Caballero y Gongora, pp. 392-393. 

^Julian, Perla, pp. 189-190. 
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commerce on the Magdalena River. According to Francisco 

Antonio Moreno y Escandon, 

The Chimilas . . . cause no small damage, by that 
which they occupy and of which they deprive Span-
iards, because there is no lack of regrettable 
examples of their having assaulted travelers as 
far as the outlet of Opon, being [the Magdalena 
River] the throat by which this realm receives 
all its needed supplies frora Cartagena and the 
coastal provinces and on which the coramerce of 
this realm depends.^ 

Exacerbating matters was the fact that by 174 0 

the Chimilas had wrested much of the province's interior 

and coastline from Spanish control. Chimilas raided the 

province from north to south and from east to west. 

They did not inhabit the entire territory, but they 

did "freely and with impunity come and go in the prov-

ince with arrows in hand . . . to assassinate travelers 

and damage the haciendas which they encounter and to 

kill the slaves who watch the herds or work in the 

fields."*^ In 1754 they even threatened the port of 

g 
Santa Marta itself. 

^"Estado del Virreinato," p. 573. 

"̂ Quoted in Alcacer, Misiones capuchinas, pp 
179-180. 

^Krogzemis, Historical Geography, p. 19. 
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The province of Santa Marta was a prime location 

for the cultivation of cotton and indigo and the raising 

of cattle. But Chimila control of the Magdalena River 

and the province's interior raade agricultural expansion 

there unfeasible.^ Also, the Chimilas' agitation 

threatened to provoke violence among the already paci-

fied Indians and coloreds (gente de color). 

The Chimilas posed another problem in that 

they weakened New Granada's defenses against foreign 

attack just as they weakened the viceroyalty's internal 

commercial and political structure. Cartagena de 

Indias—the focus of New Granada's defenses--in times 

of war, relied on neighboring provinces, especially 

Santa Marta, for provisions. But the Chimilas' control 

of the Magdalena, which separated Cartagena and Santa 

Marta provinces, jeopardized the transit of vital 

supplies from the east. Having once experienced 

^Fermm de Vargas, Pensamientos politicos, 
pp. 42, 43; Julian, Perla, pp. 102-103. For a further 
discussion of the agricultural potential of Santa 
Marta, see Chapter I. 

10 Moreno y Escandon, "Estado del Virreinato," 
p. 573. 

Eslava, in Relaciones de mando, pp. 40-41. 
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the horror of foreign invasion in 1741, the citizens 

of Cartagena lived in constant fear of another attack. 

Therefore, in October 17 66 Viceroy Pedro Messia de la 

Cerda (1761-177 2) charged Antonio Arevalo, then colonel 

of engineers at Cartagena, to draft plans for the 

provisioning of the city in case of a future siege."'"̂  

Notwithstanding the great strategic and spiritual 

importance of Cartagena, the logistics of Arevalo's task 

were iramense. The colonel based his proposals on the 

assumption that provisions for 5,500 people sufficient 

to last eighty days would be required. These supplies, 

as listed by Arevalo, were bread, beef, pork, chicken, 

rice, vegetables, honey, oil, vinegar, salt, wood, 

13 / 
water, wme, and liquor. Arevalo slated two of the 

most important items to come frora Santa Marta, namely, 

salt and beef. 

Salt was an essential commodity, both as a 

Colonel Antonio Arevalo to Viceroy Pedro 
Messia de la Cerda, Cartagena, 9 December 1766, in 
Enrique Marco Dorta, "Ganaderia y abastecimiento en 
Cartagena de Indias (1766)," Revista de Indias 30 
(January-December 1970): 483. 

•̂ •̂ Arevalo to Messia de la Cerda, Cartagena, 
9 December 17 66, in Marco Dorta, "Ganaderia," p. 4 84 
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condiment and as a preservative. That which came from 

Santa Marta was particularly renown for its qualities 

in preserving meats, and so was all the more desired as 

a hedge against siege tactics. The beef to be eaten 

by Cartagena's defenders was also to be supplied frora 

large herds pastured in Santa Marta province. The 

cattle would be gathered at the Paso de San Antonio, 

located about four miles upriver from the mouth of the 

Magdalena on the east bank. They then would be herded 

15 
across the river and on to Cartagena. But as long 

as the Chimilas were capable of stopping Magdalena 

transit, Cartagena faced a potential shortage of criti-

cal commodities in times of emergency. 

The plight of Santa Marta required prorapt 

corrective action by government officials. In the 

first place, damage to .transit on the Magdalena River 

was itself costly and potentially calamitous. Elsewhere 

14 / 
Arevalo to Messia de la Cerda, Cartagena, 

9 December 17 66, in Marco Dorta, "Ganaderia," p. 49 0; 
Fernand Braudel, Capitalism and Material Life (New York: 
Harper & Row, Harper Colophon Books, 1973), pp. 141-142. 

15 • / 
Arévalo to Messia de la Cerda, Cartagena, 

9 December 176 6, in Marco Dorta, "Ganadería," pp. 489-490; 
Julian, Perla, pp. 102-103; Eslava, in Relaciones de 
mando, pp. 40-41. 
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in the province, the Chimilas also hindered economic 

development. Furthermore, Cartagena's ability to 

withstand a foreign invasion was at the mercy of the 

Chimilas. Lastly, should the Chimilas' threat go 

unchecked, they and other unpacified tribes, such as, 

the Guajiros and the Motilones, could together control 

a vast area stretching from the Gulf of Venezuela to 

the Magdalena and frora the Caribbean coast to as far 

inland as Cucuta. 

To deal with the Chimila problem, the first 

viceroy, Sebastian Eslava (1740-1749), officially pur-

sued a traditional policy, emphasizing evangelization 

and reduction. For example, he organized raissionary 

expeditions under the charge of Capuchin friars from 

Maracaibo into the Sierra Nevada in 17 42 and to the 

island of Cienaga de Soledad, located in the heart of 

Chimila territory, in 1749. Both efforts successfully 

planted missions, but the Sierra Nevada raission, San 

Sebastian de Rabago, later became especially 

•'•̂ Eslava, in Relaciones de mando, pp. 70, 48, 
41; Julian, Perla, p. 186. 
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17 significant. Eslava, however, did not disavow the 

use of military force against the Chimilas. He merely 

left it up to local civilian groups to undertake overt 

military pacification whenever they wished. 

The pacific tone of Chimila pacification con-

tinued under Viceroy Jose Alonso Pizarro (1749-1753). 

Soon after he assumed his viceregal post, Fernando VI 

issued an order to the Bishop of Santa Marta, Juan Nieto 

/ 

Polo de Aguila, to personally oversee the pacification 

of the Chimilas, insuring that it be done with gentle-

ness. Nieto, however, was shortly promoted to the 

diocese of Quito, and so to his replacement, Jose Javier 

de Arauz, fell the task of attending to the king's 

order. 

Arauz brought in Capuchin missionaries from 

Riohacha for the enterprise, and though these friars 

had seen little success among the Guajiros, they produced 

•'-̂ Alcacer, Misiones capuchinas, pp. 182, 173; 
Restrepo Tirado, Santa Marta, 2:167-168; Krogzemis, 
Historical Geography, p. 39. 

18 Eslava, in Relaciones de raando, p. 40. 

-'•̂ Elías Ortiz, El Virreynato, bk. 1, pp 
287-288; Julian, Perla, p. 185. 
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good results among the Chimilas during the next fifteen 

20 
years. In January 1764 Antonio de Alcoy, then pre-

fect of the Santa Marta raission, reported to Viceroy 

Messia de la Cerda that raany Indians had been reduced 

and instructed in the tenets of Catholicisra and the 

Spanish language. ̂"'-

That sarae raonth, Alcoy organized another 

missionary expedition into Chimila territory, the 

fruits of which "could not have been sweeter."^^ The 

expedition was under the charge of Father Felix de 

Masamagrell and used the, services of fifty mission 

Indians and an escort of thirty-two soldiers. They 

left Santa Marta and, traveling in a southwesterly 

direction, eventually arrived at Valencia de Jesus, 

a Capuchin mission about fifteen miles south-southeast 

of Valledupar. Along the way, Masaraagrell and his raen 

pacified raany Chimilas and opened several roads which 

23 had become impassable. 

^^Elías Ortiz, El Virreynato, bk. 1, p. 288. 

Alcácer, Misiones capuchinas, pp. 183-184. 

^^lbid., p. 184. 

^^lbid. 
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Viceroy Pizarro followed up the evangelization 

he and Eslava had supported with a vigorous colonization 

project. On the advice of several of the leading 

citizens of Cartagena and others farailiar with the 

Chimila problem, he authorized the construction of five 

new settlements in Santa Marta province in an effort 

to extend control over the remaining recalcitrant 

Indians. Carefully selecting sites that optimized 

strategic location and suitability for farming and 

cormnerce, officials founded four of the towns on or 

near the banks of the Magdalena River, still the primary 

trouble spot with the Chimilas. They were San Fernando, 

San Zenon, San Sebastian, and San Jose. The fifth, San 

Antonio, was raised on the slopes of the Sierra Nevada. 

Pizarro hoped that the Chimilas, so confronted by 

permanent populations Qf civilized men and detachments 

of Spanish soldiers, would cease their agitation. 

Also, agricultural production from these towns would 

ease the slump caused by the Chimila forays against 

24 Spanish haciendas. 

/ 
^^Elías Ortiz, El Virreynato, bk. 1, p. 288; 

Julian, Perla, pp. 195-196. 
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In addition to these five settlements, Pizarro 

converted the San Sebastian de Rabago raission into an 

agricultural colony. Located on the southern slopes 

of the Sierra Nevada, Rabago was ideally situated to 

support a permanent Spanish population. The land and 

climate suited the raising of several crops of wheat 

annually as well as many vegetable crops. Rabago also 

occupied a strategic site in the mountains. It blocked 

the Chimila escape route from the south into the Sierra 

Nevada and sheltered the road frora ValledupaiT^to Santa 

25 

Marta. 

Led by the prefect of the Capuchin missions, 

Silvestre de la Bata, and actively supported by both 

the viceroy and Field Marshal Jose Fernando de Mier y 

Guerra, the settlement at Rabago gave the government a 

much needed presence in the interior of the province. 

Initially the colony thrived. Between August 17 50 and 

November 1751, Pizarro sent 135 colonists, including 

thirty-six families, from Cartagena and Santa Marta 

^^Fray Silvestre de la Bata to Viceroy Jose 
Alonso Pizarro, Rabago, 9 November 17 51, in Alcacer, 
Misiones capuchinas, pp. 173-176; Krogzemis, Historical 
Geography, p. 139. 
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to Rabago. At the end of that time, Silvestre reported 

to the viceroy that since the foundation of the settle-

ment no Indian assaults on nearby towns and haciendas 

had occurred.^^ 

Despite the early successes and strategic value 

of San Sebastian de Rabago, it soon failed. Nearby 

encomenderos opposed the mission because it protected 

the Indians from forced labors. Later, the viceregal 

government converted it into a depot for vagrants, 

convicts, and escaped slaves, thus destroying the "buen 

ejemplo" of the raission. Father Silvestre left Rabago 

in disgust, never to return, and the settlement soon 

27 collapsed. 

The fate of the other towns established by 

order of Viceroy Pizarro was better. Civil authorities, 

including the next viceroy, Jose Solis Folch de Cardona 

(1753-1761), and Mier y Guerra, remained committed to 

the five settlements. Their confidence was well placed. 

^^Silvestre to Pizarro, Rabago, 9 November 1751, 
in Alcacer, Misiones capuchinas, pp. 173-176. 

Krogzemis, Historical Geography, p. 139; 
Alcacer, Misiones capuchinas, p. 178. 
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The influence of the towns and the missionaries did, 

to a large degree, contain the Chimilas. Commerce on 

the Magdalena was protected and, as a result, increased 

in volume. Agricultural production near the settlements 

also showed similar growth.^^ 

Unfortunately for the Spanish settlers in Santa 

Marta, the Chiraila problera was only contained near the 

settlements, not eradicated, and it continued to plague 

many of the province's residents.^^ To deal with the 

remaining hostile Chimila bands, the government sponsored 

several military expeditions into the interior of the 

/ 
province. One such expedition was that led by Martm 

Ruiz Diaz in 1768. 

Having received orders from . . . Field Marshal 
Don Joseph Fernando de Mier of the Order of Santiago, 
to quickly assemble a party of forty militiaraen 
from the new settlements of [.t̂ie] captaincy so that 
[he] , with them, might enter the territory of the 
Chimila Indians, commanding them to the end of the 
pacification and reduction of this barbarous nation 
to . . . Catholicisra, in conforraity with the superior 
dispositions piously requested by the Most Excellent 
Lord Viceroy of this kingdora and by the Governor 

^^Solís, in Relaciones de raando, pp. 90-91; 
Elías Ortiz, El Virreynato, bk. 1, p. 290. 

29 ^ 
Alcacer, Misiones capuchinas, p. 183. 
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of this province,^^ 

the expedition was forraed, sufficiently arraed, and 

dispatched frora Nuestra Senora del Carraen de Barrancas 

on January 13. Within a week, the party discovered 

tracks and other signs, such as, banana cuttings, of 

a recent Chiraila presence. Continuing on to the village 

of a Chimila cacique named Catesina, the Spanish troops 

made visual contact with three Indian "spies." But to 

the soldiers' dismay, the houses there had been aban-

doned, and no Indians were to be found in the vicinity. 

Other than an abortive ambush, Ruíz Diaz and his men 

came no closer to personal contact with the Chimilas 

31 
than this sighting. 

Despite the failure of Ruiz Diaz and his party 

to kill any Chimilas or to take any prisoners, they did 

inflict serious property.damage on Chimila settlements. 

As described by the commander, 

Having dawned Day 24, I ordered that [my men] 
continue destroying and annihilating. They hacked 

"3 O 

Joseph Joaqum de Suniga, "Testimonio mtegro 
del diario . . . de la salida que se hizo contra la bar-
bara nacion chiraila," Santa Marta, 176 8, Anuario 
colombiano 2 (1965): 176. 

31 
Ibid., pp. 177-179. 
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down in and immediately around the house of Catesina 
over four hundred papaya trees, v/hich, in their 
beauty, were such as I have never seen. . . . Fields 
of manioc and sweet potatoes were destroyed, although 
not completely, as that is soraething virtually 
impossible; banana and sugar cane [fields] were 
destroyed; seven large houses filled with corn . . . 
were burned. Shortly after midday, the destruction 
ended.32 

Having razed much of Catesina's village, the Spanish 

soldiers returned to Tenerife, continuing to wreak 

similar destruction on Chimila dwellings encountered 

along the way. 

The continued hostilities of sorae Chimilas and 

their disruption of commerce on the Magdalena River had 

provoked a response in kind from Viceroy Messia de la 

Cerda. Nevertheless, though the actions of Ruiz Diaz 

and other commanders like him seemed to be contradictory 

with Christian paternalism, the men's avowed purpose 

was to convert the Indians to Catholicism. The peaceful 

tone of earlier pacification efforts still reraained, 

34 even in the use of harsh measures. It should also 

be noted that, in comparison to the Darien and Riohacha 

^^Suniga, "Testimonio íntegro," pp. 179-180. 

^^lbid., pp. 180-181. 

"̂̂ lbid. , p. 176. 
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campaigns, military efforts in Santa Marta, though 

• similar in nature, were kept on a much smaller scale. 

These Spanish raids convinced the few recalci-

trant Chimilas to cease their hostilities. Consequently, 

succeeding viceroys were able to resurae the policies 

of Eslava, Pizarro, and Solis, and concentrate on the 

Indians' peaceful conversion to Christianity. 

Under Viceroy Manuel Guirior (1772-1776), 

the Chimilas' pacification was only an adjunct to the 

primary focus of his Indian policy—the Riohacha cam-

paign. Accordingly, he devoted less attention to the 

Chimila problem than to probleras in the Guajira penin-

sula; but then, as the Chimila pacification was well on 

its way to completion, it did not raerit that extra 

measure of effort applied in Riohacha. 

Guirior took no military action against the 

Chimilas. Rather, two Capuchin friars from Riohacha 

were given charge of their pacification. One, Agustin 

Sierra, soon reduced seventy-five Chimilas and had 

high hopes of adding to that number. The long-term 

goal of the Sierra mission, however, was more than just 

the salvation of souls; it was also the economic develop-

ment of the region. Government officials believed that 
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the pacification of the Chimilas would restore free 

transit and communication in Santa Marta province and, 

thereby, benefit commerce. Also, fertile fields and 

pastures being worked by the Indians would become avail-

able upon their reduction for the use and enjoyment 

of Spanish citizens."^^ 

Viceroy Antonio Caballero y Gongora (1772-1789) , 

like Guirior, relied on clerics to continue the pacifi-

cation in Santa Marta, and with good reason. In the 

first place, the Archbishop-Viceroy's preoccupation 

with the Darien campaign left few resources for projects 

elsewhere. But also, Agustin Sierra, now called the 

"Pacificador" of the Chimilas, was realizing his hope 

of reducing thera to a civilized life, rendering railitary 

action unnecessary. 

Peaceful reduction of the Indians received 

impetus from Antonio Narvaez y la Torre, a former 

governor of Santa Marta. He recoramended an active 

policy of acculturation in which the Indians would 

be given cows, goats, and chickens, and aid in planting 

crops. In short, they were to be converted into stable 

-3 r 

Guirior, in Relaciones de mando, p. 180. 
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agriculturalists. This change in life style, he claimed, 

allied with inter-marriage with mestizos and mulattos, 

would then generate loyal vassals for the crown.^^ 

Not fully convinced of the merits of Narvâ ez y la 

Torre's suggestion, however, Caballero y Gongora con-

sented only to its limited impleraentation. "̂"̂  

The realization of hispanicization araong the 

Chimilas, then, remained the duty of the Church. To 

that end, the Capuchins continued their missionary 

activities in Santa Marta into the final decade of 

the colonial era.3° 

By 1790, both civil and ecclesiastical author-

"5 Q 

ities recognized the Chimilas as completely pacified. 

Credit for that accomplishment belonged primarily to 

the raissionaries and the civilian colonists. In the 

36 ^ 
Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, 

pp. 757, 758. 
37 / 
Alcacer, Misiones capuchinas, p. 18 8; Caballero 

y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, p. 7 58. 
•^^Alcacer, Misiones capuchinas, pp. 188-189, 229. 

•̂ l̂bid. , p. 188; Caballero y Gongora, in 
Relaciones de mando, p. 225; Restrepo Tirado, Santa 
Marta, 2:262. 
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absence of foreign collusion with the Chimilas, the 

military had played only a minor role in the Indians• 

eventual subjugation, remaining in subordination to 

the more peaceful agents. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE MOTILONES 

Immediately to the east of Guajiro territory, 

along the Southern and western banks of Lake Maracaibo 

and in the Sierra de Perija, the Spaniards of New Granada 

faced another implacable native foe—the Motilones. 

But in the 1770s a small group of Spaniards committed 

to peaceful pacification established amicable relations 

with them and eventually subdued the entire nation 

through conversion to Christaintiy and reduction. 

That experience contrasted with those in Riohacha and 

Darien but resembled the Chimila pacification, affirming 

the validity of traditional pacification methods in the 

According to Alfred Metraux and Paul Kirchoff, 
"The Northeastern Extension of Andean Culture," in HSAI, 
4:350-351, the correct anthropological designation of the 
Motilon Indians is Chake (highland Motilones) and Mape 
(lowland Motilones). The Indians of these two related 
tribes were called "Motilones" by the original Spanish 
colonists in Maracaibo because of the aborigines' unique 
haircuts. The name "Motilon," however, has been widely 
used in reference to these tribes, both by colonials 
and modern scholars. Therefore, that practice is con-
tinued herein. 

107 
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eighteenth century. 

The Motilones were a primitive tribe, supporting 

themselves through hunting and fishing and the shifting 

cultivation of corn, beans, manioc, and potatoes. They 

primarily used crudely raade tools of stone and wood, and 

only after contact with Europeans did they acquire iron 

iraplements. Even then, as today, they liraited their use 

of metal tools to points for digging sticks and 

p 

machetes. 

The Motilones maintained nucleated villages in 

forest clearings, while at the same time remaining 

highly mobile because of warfare with neighboring tribes 

and white men and the nature of their livlihood. This 

mobility gave the Spaniards the mistaken impression that 

the Motilones were a numerous, nomadic people. Actually, 

the Motilones probably.never numbered much raore than 

^Sebastian Joseph Guillen, "Testiraonio del 
diario original . . . sobre la entrada que hizo por el 
Rio de Santa Ana en prosecucion de la pacificacion de 
los Indios Barbaros Motilones," Maracaibo, 1772, in 
Antonio de Alcácer, El indio raotilon y su historia, 
Ediciones Paz y Bien, no. 13 (Puente Comun, Cund.: 
Seminario Capuchino, 1962), pp. 268, 262 (hereafter 
cited as "Testimonio"); Roberto Pineda Giraldo, "Los 
motilones," Boletm de arqueologia 1 (1945): 360. 
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one thousand during the colonial era.^ 

The Motilon village usually consisted of one 

to four large, oval bohios, or huts, built of sticks 

and palm thatch, each of which housed several families.^ 

Village society was close-knit and politically organized 

along lines of fraternal kinship rather than acknowl-

edging an individual as the village ruler. A well-

ordered labor system governed the villagers' tasks. 

Some men worked in the fields; others hunted and fished. 

The women of the village tended their huts and the ehild-

ren, gathered fruits, brought water from nearby streams, 

and, when time permitted, wove garments of cotton cloth.^ 

The physical environment of the Motilones' 

habitat was tropical in nature. It was heavily forested, 

was crossed by many streams, experienced seasonally 

heavy rains, and abounded in wildlife. As a result. 

3 •• '^ / 
Morner, Corona espanola, p. 326; Guillen, 

"Testimonio," pp. 262, 266, 268; Alcácer, xMotilon, 
pp. 66, 33; Julian, Perla, p. 208; Gerardo Reichel-
Dolmatoff, "Los indios motilones (Etnografia y linguis' 
tica)," Revista del Instituto Etnologico Nacional 2 
(1945): 15. 

Guillen, "Testimonio," pp. 262, 266, 268; 
Morner, Corona espanola, p. 326; Alcácer, Motilon, 
p. 37. 

Guillen, "Testimonio," p. 276. 
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the landscape was quite uninviting to the Spaniards 

and thus effectively isolated the Motilones for nearly 

two centuries.^ 

The heartland of the Motilones' territory was 

an area in Maracaibo province bounded on the north by 

the Santa Anna and Santa Rosa de Aguas Negras Rivers, 

on the southeast by the Chama River, to the west by the 

Sierra de Perija, and to the east by Lake Maracaibo. 

To the south, the Motilones' territory extended along 

the banks of the Catatumbo and Zulia Rivers.^ By the 

end of the seventeenth century, Spanish settlers had 

encroached on the Motilon homeland, forcing the Indians 

from their forest homes. To the Spaniard, the advance 

was only a natural function of population growth, an 

expanding econoray, and a desire to civilize the natives. 

But to the Motilon, it meant that his sacred land, the 

"well spring of his very being," had been profaned by 

^Julian, Perla, p. 209; Guillen, "Testiraonio," 
p. 262; Alcácer, Motilon, pp. 34-35; Prirao de Rivera, 
"Reflexiones que al plan de defensa . . . ," Maracaibo, 
21 February 1788, in Suárez, Fortificacion y defensa, 
p. 385. 

7 . . . 
Buenaventura de Carrocera, "Los mdios raotilones 

en el segundo centenario de su primer contacto pacifico 
(1772-1972)," Missionalia hispanica 29 (May 1972): 193; 
Alcacer, Motilon, p. 28. 
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white usurpers. Therefore, the Motilones sought to 

protect their homes and expel the invaders. The result 

was war—a war to the death--against the Spaniards.^ 

Hatred of the white man and self-defense, 

however, were not the only motivations for the Indians' 

warfare. As explained by a brave captured in 1767, the 

Motilones disliked using only stone and wooden tools. 

But, having no commercial ties with the Spanish, they 

had no legal access to the iron tools they prized. 

Consequently, according to the brave, the Motilones 

killed and robbed Spaniards to acquire them. 

Taking the offensive, the Motilones attacked 

far beyond their normal territorial limits, harassing 

a vast area of Nev/ Granada. Their incursions reached 

'V/ / 

as far as Ocana, Tamalameque, Cucuta, Pamplona, and 

Valledupar. Especially hard hit were locations in 

Maracaibo, such as, Merida, San Cristobal, La Grita, 

^Alcácer, Motilon, pp. 28, 70-71; Reichel-
Dolmatoff, "Los indios motilones (Etnografia y linguis' 
tica)," p. 18; Manuel Vicente Magallanes, Luchas e 
insurrecciones de la Venezuela colonial (Caracas: 
Editorial Tiempo Nuevo, S.A., 1972), p. 114; Pineda 
Giraldo, "Los motilones," p. 3 57. 

9 
Buenaventura de Carrocera, "Los mdios 

motilones," p. 197. 
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Gibraltar, and San Faustino, and the valleys of the 

Chama and Zulia Rivers.-^^ Each successful raid embold-

ened the Motilones to another attack, and as the vice-

regal period began, officials in New Granada faced an 

enemy "so insolent, barbarous, and fierce" that, accord-

ing to Javier de Tafalla, prefect of the Capuchin mission 

in Maracaibo, "neither twelve men, nor even fifty, nor 

a hundred soldiers could, with surety, make great pro-

gress, entradas, nor conquests in its territory. ""̂"̂  

The Motilones most frequently victimized cacao 

12 and tobacco haciendas. Prior to 17 40, Maracaibo 

produced fully one-fourth of all cacao exported from 

Venezuela; so, the Motilon threat had frightening 

13 
economic implications. The Indians murdered the 

haciendas' laborers and cut their routes to raarket. 

Andres de los Arcos to Minister of State 
CGeronimo Grimaldi]) / Madrid, 17 56, in Blanco, ed. , 
Documentos, 1:495; Julian, Perla, pp. 208-210; Buena-
ventura de Carrocera, "Los indios motilones," pp. 
193-194. 

Quoted in Alcacer, Motilon, p. 38. 

12 
Eslava, in Relaciones de mando, p. 39; 

Messia de la Cerda, in Relaciones de mando, p. 114. 

Eduardo Arcila Farias, Economia colonial de 
Venezuela, 2d ed., 2 vols. (Caracas: Italgrafica, 1973), 
1:268-235. 
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The result was the desertion of most cacao haciendas 

and the wrecking of the province's econoray. For exaraple, 

in the valleys of Gibraltar, Santa María, and the Chama 

River, hacendados, having lost many of their slaves and 

being unable to replace them at the going price of two 

hundred pesos each, abandoned eighty-three haciendas. "̂"'̂  

The severity and the persistence of Maracaibo's 

economic problems were clearly seen in the case of 

Gibraltar. In 1679 nearby haciendas produced 30,000 

fanegas, or 48,000 bushels, of cacao."^^ In 1778 

virtually all cacao haciendas remained in ruins."''̂  

Nearly twenty years later, cacao production around 

Gibraltar was still at only 0.5 percent of pre-1700 

14 
De los Arcos to Grimaldi, Madrid, 17 56, in 

Blanco, ed., Documentos, 1:495; Julian, Perla, p. 209; 
Arcila Farias, Economía colonial, 2:166. 

15 / 
Jose Domingo Rus, Informe, "sobre la Provincia 

de Maracaibo . . . ," Maracaibo, 17 May 1794, in 
Relaciones geograficas de Venezuela, ed. and with an 
Introduction by Antonio Arellano Moreno, Biblioteca 
de la Academia National de Historia, Fuentes para la 
Historia Colonial en Venezuela, vol. 70 (Caracas: 
Academia National de la Historia, 1964); p. 464 (here-
after cited as Relaciones geograficas). 

16 / 
Agustm Crame, "Plan de defensa para la 

Provincia de Maracaibo . . . ," Maracaibo, 6 July 1778, 
in Suarez, Fortificacion y defensa, p. 312. 
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levels.^'^ 

Fortunately, the Motilon problem lacked a factor 

crucial in New Granada's dealings with the Cunas and the 

Guajiros—extensive native contact with foreign agents. 

The Motilones' lack of metal tools implied that they 

had little intercourse with any white men, whether 

English, Dutch, or even Spanish, prior to the eighteenth 

century. That is not to say, however, that foreigners 

did not visit Maracaibo. 

Maracaibo, like Darien and Santa Marta, suffered 

several assaults by English and French pirates in the 

seventeenth century. Buccaneers, including the infamous 

Henry Morgan, devastated coastal towns and their hinter-

lands. Holding them for several months at a time, the 

pirates plundered all the riches they could find. But, 

luckily for the residents of Maracaibo, they did not 

establish permanent bases of operation in the province; 

nor, despite their acquaintance with various tribes, 

probably including the Motilones, did they conclude 

/ 

alliances with them as they had in Darien and 

17 / 
Rus, in Relaciones geograficas, p. 464 
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Riohacha.-^^ 

From the Spanish viewpoint, the external 

situation in regard to Maracaibo improved in the eigh-

teenth century. By 1725 European governments had sup-

pressed most piratical activity in the Caribbean.''•̂  

Furthermore, during the wars with England, Maracaibo 

escaped involvement. In July 177 8 Brigadier of Infantry 

Agustm Crame, who had been coramissioned by the crown 

to conduct a general review of New Granada's Caribbean 

defenses, debunked the idea that the English were plan-

ning an invasion of Maracaibo. True, the area was rich 

in cacao, tobacco, and woods, but the difficulties posed 

by the physical environment would raake an invasion raore 

costly in lives and money than it would be worth. 

Crame argued that any invasion force would have to come 

ashore in small parties; that supplies could never be 

•'•̂ Clarence H. Haring, The Buccaneers in the West 
Indies in the XVII Century (Hamden, Conn. : Ai-chon Books, 
1966) , pp. 50, 221-222; John Esquemeling, The Buccaneers 
of America . . . , trans. anonymous, with an Introduction 
by Percy G. Adams (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 
1967), pp. 84-97, 157-166; Gregorio Hernández de Alba, 
"Tribes of Northwestern Venezuela," in HSAI, 4:469-470, 
473; Metraux and Kirchoff, "The Northeastern Extension 
of Andean Culture," in HSAI, 4:350. 

19 
Harmg, Buccaneers, p. 272. 
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brought closer to the fighting than thirty leagues; that 

the bay had an uncertain entrance; and that the dispersed 

settlements in Maracaibo would be difficult to conquer 

and administer. The Brigadier, though, while not 

expecting an invasion, did advise caution and vigi-

lance.2° 

The Motilon assaults in Maracaibo and neigh-

boring provinces demonstrated that original missionary 

attempts to reduce them failed to achieve their goal. 

The Capuchin order, the same that labored among the 

Guajiros and the Chimilas, was first sent to Maracaibo 

in 1699 when the mission of Santa Marta and Riohacha 

expanded to include the jurisdictions of Maracaibo, 

Merida, and La Grita. Upon their arrival, the mission-

aries quickly went to work and produced prompt results 

21 among the region's minor tribes, such as, the Macoaes. 

^^Crame, "Plan de defensa . . . ," Maracaibo, 
6 July 1778, in Suarez, Fortificacion y defensa, p. 314; 
Antonio Valdes, "Copia de la respuesta del Gobernador a 
la real orden reservada . . . con respecto al [plan^ ^el 
Brigadier Agustín Crame para la defensa de su provincia^ 
. . . ," Caracas, 12 April 1788, in Suarez, Fortificacion 
v denfensa, pp. 388-389. 

21 • • 
Buenaventura de Carrocera, "Los mdios 

motilones," p. 199; Alcácer, Motilon, p. 59. 
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But their efforts among the Motilones did not fare as 

well. 

The Capuchins made little progress among the 

Motilones, despite fifty years of effort. As it turned 

out, the ineffectiveness of Capuchins in Riohacha 

hindered the efforts with the Motilones. Hostile 

Guajiros prohibited the passage of clerics between Santa 

Marta and Maracaibo, unless they were bribed or threat-

ened by an escolta accompanying the churchraen. The 

mission, however, did not have the financial resources 

to continually meet extortion payments or hire armed 

guards. Consequently, the missionaries in Maracaibo 

found themselves virtually isolated from their religious 

brothers and, therefore, without the administrative 

22 

and spiritual guidance they needed. 

Viceroy Sebastian Eslava (1740-1749), hoping to 

solve this problem of church administration, proposed 

the Santa Marta and Maracaibo be established as separate 

missions, thereby decreasing the physical distances 

between prefect and field missionaries and eliminating 

^^Alcacer, Motilon, p. 59; Royal cedula, Buen 
Retiro, 20 April 1749, in Blanco, ed., Documentos, 
1:62. 
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the need to transverse Guajiro-held territory. The king 

approved Eslava's plan and on 20 April 17 49 ordered it 

put into effect. To Santa Marta and Riohacha were 

assigned four Capuchins from Valencia, while eight from 

23 Navarra and Cantabria were assigned to Maracaibo. 

This administrational reform, however, did 

nothing to stop the direct attacks on the friars in 

Maracaibo. The prefect of the Maracaibo mission, Padre 

Jose de Autol, wrote, 

From the year [l7] 53 to the beginning of 1̂7] 60, 
there has not been a year in which the Mission 
has not suffered constant invasions from the 
Motilon Indians, . . . killing and wounding various 
Indian men and women who went to their jobs in the 
fields and to bathe in the river. 

Painfully aware of their need for military 

protection, the Capuchins took their case directly to 

the king. According to Andres de los Arcos, the Commis-

sioner of the Capuchins of Navarra and the man who pre-

sented the case before the royal court, the friars could 

bring the Motilones to obedience of Jesus Christ and the 

Spanish king if they only had an escolta of twelve to 

^^Royal cedula, Buen Retiro, 20 April 1749, 
in Blanco, ed., Docuraentos, 1:62-63. 

Quoted in Alcacer, Motilon, p. 133. 
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fourteen soldiers. Though the soldiers were to be paid 

from royal funds, they would be at the disposition of the 

missionaries. With that support, the friars could enter 

hostile territory whenever they decided it opportune to 

do so. But without the guards, the Comraissioner argued, 

the missionaries could not establish themselves among 

the Motilones even long enough to learn their language, 

let alone preach to them and convert thera; nor could 

the Capuchins alone protect their neophytes from Motilon 

raiders. In short, de los Arcos reasoned that without 

the escolta, it was "impossible to plant the Faith in 

this . . . Nation [of MotilonesJ." The king, finding 

the Commissioner's arguments convincing, granted the 

Capuchins from Navarra and Cantabria the escolta they 

26 
wished in a royal cedula dated 14 July 17 56. 

The money to pay for this escolta was to come 

from the coffers of Rosario de Perija, a town not far 

from Maracaibo. Local officials, however, were unwilling 

to release the needed funds and, thereby, blocked 

^^De los Arcos to Grimaldo, Madrid, 17 56, in 
Blanco, ed., Documentos, 1:495-496. 

Ibid. 
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implementation of the royal order. Their decision 

rested on three arguments. First, the city fathers 

believed that financial support of the missionaries' 

work was not their responsibility. Secondly, the 

Capuchins of Valencia, who had labored in Maracaibo 

prior to 174 9, had not employed escoltas. Therefore, 

the officials questioned the very need for such a 

guard. The third reason stemraed frora the Navarran 

Capuchins' reduction program. The leading citizens of 

Rosario claimed that the policy, as practiced, was waste-

ful and unnecessarily antagonized already hostile 

Indians; and because the Capuchins would use the escolta 

P7 

to enforce reduction, they opposed the guard itself. 

As a result of their decision, Motilon raids on Spanish 

settlements in the region continued unabated. 

During the first twenty-five years of the vice-

regency, the civilian sector of New Granada also proved 

incapable of subduing the Indians of Maracaibo. Vice-

roys Sebastian Eslava and Jose Solis Folch de Cardona 

(1753-1761) endorsed arraed entradas sent out by 

"̂  Alcacer, Misiones capuchinas, pp. 195-196. 
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individual towns or haciendas in Maracaibo.^^ Patterned 

after sirailar local initiatives of the 1730s, which also 

failed to suppress Motilo^n hostilities, these expeditions 

yielded the same ignominious result as their earlier 

counterparts. Not even viceregal support in the forra 

of money and arms changed the outcome.^^ 

Viceroy Jose' Alonso Pizarro (1749-1753) took 

a different approach to Indian pacification in Maracaibo, 

but like his predecessor, Eslava, and his successor, 

Solis, he left office with the Motilones unscathed. 

Shortly after Colonel Francisco de Ugarte becarae 

governor of Maracaibo, he and the province's hacendados 

plotted an invasion of Motilon territory by an array of 

five hundred well-armed and seasoned troops. Pizarro, 

however, strongly objected to their scheme, clairaing 

Eslava, in Relaciones de mando, pp. 39-40; 
Governor Francisco de Ugarte to Viceroy Jose Solis Folch 
de Cardona, Maracaibo, 12 July 1756, Archivo Nacional de 
Colombia, Fondo Milicia y Marina, vol. 121, fol. 90 
(hereafter cited as ANC:MM); idem, Maracaibo, 10 October 
1757, ANCrMM, vol. 63, fols. 314-315; Solís, in 
Relaciones de raando, p. 90. 

^^Alcacer, Motilon, pp. 85, 97, 101; Buena-
ventura de Carrocera, "Los indios motilones," p. 200. 
Por a discussion of the entradas of the 1730s, includ-
inq specific examples, see Alcacer, Motilon, pp. 72-83, 
and Julian, Perla, pp. 216-219. 
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that such military action was inconsistent with Spanish 

law and Christian precepts. Moreover, imitating his 

Chimila policy, he argued that the money set aside for 

the expeditionary force would be better spent "if it was 

dedicated to the erection of some villages close to the 

haciendas so that they may come to the aid of each other 

at the sound of gunfire . . . ."^^ 

The viceroy then ordered Ugarte to begin the 

colonization program. The governor promised to comply 

with Pizarro's wishes, but he could not keep his word. 

Because of the unsettled state of the region caused by 

Motilon hostilities, no one was willing to risk money and 

life on a dubious venture. Also, the reduction in cacao 

production which resulted from Motilon raids left the 

treasury of Maracaibo practically empty. Consequently, 

there was little possibility of a government susidy to 

31 support the project. Pizarro's plan, then, died m 

embryo and left Maracaibo in the same unhappy condition 

in which he found it. 

The Motilones' boldness grew as the Spaniards' 

Alcacer, Motilon, p. 89. 

-̂••Ibid., pp. 89-90. 
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failures to contain them multiplied. In a daring move 

in March 1766, Motilon raiders feil upon a Spanish party 

just putside the gates of Maracaibo, killing two and 

wounding several others. Unwilling to tolerate this 

affront to the provincial capital, Alonso del Rio, the 

new governor of Maracaibo, surranoned a raeeting of the 

city's leading citizens, both secular and ecclesiastical. 

In short order, the junta decided to "pursue the . . . 

Motilones in June with arraed forces frora Maracaibo, 

Rosario de Perija, and other jurisdictions of the 

32 
provmce." The prefect of the Maracaibo raission, 

Andres de los Arcos, for his part offered to "assist 

3 3 the expedition with clerics to help the soldiers," 

indicating that even among leading churchmen, evan-

gelization had given way to punishraent by the array 

as the preferred policy toward the Motilones. Signifi-

cantly, in this case, unlike the cases in Riohacha 

and Darien, the prime motivations behind the Spaniards' 

militancy were the uncontrolled Indian hostility and 

Buenaventura de Carrocera, "Los indios 
motilones," p. 200. 

^^lbid. 
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the economic damage it inflicted upon the citizens of 

Maracaibo province; a foreign threat was conspicuously 

absent. 

Heavy summer rains forced the postponement of the 

expedition's departure, but with the return of dry 

winter weather, the Maracaibo force set out in search 

of the Motilones. The force, commanded by Captain 

Alberto Gutierrez, totalled two hundred soldiers and 

was accompanied by two priests, Andres de los Arcos 

and Miguel de Asteaus. This expedition achieved the 

the greatest success of any entrada to date. After two 

months in the field, the Spanish army returned with 

^ . 35 , 
twenty-seven Motilon prisoners. The captives were 

then paraded to the city of Maracaibo for public 

... T 36 display. 

There, the stage was set for the peaceful, and 

successful, pacification of the Motilon nation five 

years hence. Sebastian Guillen, the treasurer of 

^^Buenaventura de Carrocera, "Los indios 
motilones," pp. 200-201. 

^^lbid. 

^^Alcacer, Motilon, p. 142. 
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Maracaibo, took into his house five of the twenty-seven 

Motilones. Included among the five was a raarried 

couple. The wife, who had been taken from a mission 

by Motilon raiders sorae years earlier, spoke Spanish. 

Guillen, taking advantage of her bilingualisra, began to 

learn the Motilon language and, at the sarae time, taught 

the husband, whom he renaraed Sebastian Joseph, Spanish. 

The wife died within a few raonths, but she had served 

well in creating a bond of friendship between Guillen 

and her husband. Guillen continued to tutor him in both 

the Spanish language and Catholicism for the next 

several years, and by 177 2 Sebastian Joseph was renown 

37 as an mterpreter. 

Relations between the majority of Motilones and 

the Spaniards were far different than those between 

Guillen and Sebastian Joseph. The 1767 capture of 

twenty-seven of their people spurred the Indians to more 

and bloodier attacks against missions and towns in the 

Perija region. Fear of Motilon assaults in the country-

side around Rosario was so high that workers no longer 

•3-7 , . 

Buenaventura de Carrocera, "Los mdios 
motilones," p. 201. 
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went out into the fields, and residents threatened to 

completely abandon it in favor of shelter in Rosario. 

The Capuchin clerics, too, revealed their concern over 

the new wave of terror, asking that their authorization 

for an escolta of twelve soldiers be renewed. Alonso 

del Rio and Viceroy Pedro Messía de la Cerda (1761-1772) 

quickly approved the request."^^ 

The residents of Rosario de Perija and its hin-

terland, no longer willing nor able to tolerate the 

Motilon assaults, demanded in 1771 that the governor 

39 

of Mara-caibo send them arms and munitions. Their 

situation, as the solicitation described it, was so 

bad that if aid was not forthcoraing, 
the King could count this province among the least 
in America. The Province of Maracaibo, before the 
Motilones advanced, was called . . . the little 
Peru; this was before even a third of the land had 
been cultivated; now it is most irapoverished.^^ 

^^Buenaventura de Carrocera, "Los indios 
motilones," p. 201; Alcacer, Motilon, pp. 144-145. 

•^^Alberto Jose' Gutie^rrez, "Diario . . . de los 
sucesos habidos en la entrada a los indios motilones 
. . . ," Maracaibo, 12 May 1772, in Buenaventura de 
Carrocera, "Los indios motilones," p. 212 (hereafter 
cited as "Diario"). 

40 Quoted in Alcácer, Motilon, p. 146. 
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The report from Rosario shocked Alonso del Rio; the 

situation was far worse than he had thought. He for-

warded the information on to Messia de la Cerda, who 

also found the report disturbing. The viceroy's response 

was a call to assemble an army and, with it, pursue the 

pacification of the Motilones. "̂l 

Alonso del Rio and the leading citizens of 

Rosario immediately set about preparing the expedition. 

Because Messia de la Cerda did not provide adequate 

financial backing for the invasion, much of the local 

effort was spent raising money. The residents also 

collected tools and clothes to be used as gifts for the 

Indians, indicating that officials still held out sorae 

hope that the Motilones could be brought to terms without 

bloodshed. In March 1772 the Spanish expeditionary 

force was ready for action. Though it was relatively 

small, consisting of only fifty-eight soldiers and por-

ters, it was ably commanded by Alberto Gutierrez, who 

had led the 1767 entrada from Rosario. Assisting hira 

were a Capuchin raissionary, Fidel de Rala, and the 

âl y / 
Alcacer, Motilon, p. 146. 

"̂ Ĝutiê rrez, "Diario," p. 212. 
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Indian interpreter, Sebastia'n Joseph.^^ 

The army departed Maracaibo on 2 6 March 177 2 

and headed for the Motilones' habitat between the Santa 

Anna and Catatumbo Rivers. The first two and one-half 

weeks severely tested the resolve of Gutie'rrez and his 

men. Despite the commander's familiarity with the 

terrain, the force spent several days lost among the 

many streams and swamps of the region. The raen were 

frustrated by fast-flowing rivers and a lack of trees 

frora which they could build rafts. And though they 

continued to push on into the interior, they failed to 

find any Motilones . ̂ *̂ 

On April 13 the Spaniards encountered the first 

signs of Motilon habitation—an abandoned garden which 

Sebastian Joseph recognized as having once belonged to 

his parents. Nearby, they found a burning fire and the 

remains of recently eaten sugar cane. Now expecting to 

meet a group of Motilones at any time, Gutierrez selected 

eight of his company to continue on with him and the 

interpreter. The rest of the party remained behind in 

^^Gutierrez, "Diario," pp. 212, 213, 215 

^"^lbid., pp. 213-215. 
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hiding. Shortly, Gutierrez's party came upon a Motilon 

village which a woman and her children had not yet fled. 

The Spaniards entered the village, and while Gutie'rrez 

played with the children, Sebastián Joseph convinced 

the woman that the white men came in peace.^^ 

She then called to her corapanions who had run 

into the forest at the sight of the Spaniards. At first, 

only three people--a raan, a woraan, and a child—eraerged. 

To the raan, Gutierrez gave an ax, a sword, two knives, 

and two fishhooks. Thrilled with the gifts, he ran to 

those still in hiding. The others then carae out, 

unarraed, and greeted the Spaniards with "so rauch 

familiarity, it was as if they had known them for a long 

46 time." When all the villagers had appeared, thirty-

five in all, Gutierrez and Sebastian Joseph realized 

that they had stumbled-onto the village of the inter-

. ^ •-, 47 preter's family. 

The Spaniards learned from the ensuing conver-

sation between the interpreter and his raother that this 

"^^Gutierrez, "Diario," pp. 213-215 

^^lbid., p. 216. 

"̂̂ lbid. 
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group of Motilones, upon the advice of a fortune-teller, 

had been waiting for them, knowing that the white men 

would do them no harm. The friendliness of the meeting 

then gave way to music and dancing that lasted the whole 

night long. 

During the party, Gutierrez, through Sebastian 

Joseph, proposed a treaty of peace to the Motilones. 

Under the agreement, the Motilones, as vassals of the 

king, were to live peacefully and work their fields. 

In return, the Spaniards would give thera tools and not 

relocate thera. Acceptance of the terms, Gutierrez told 

his hosts, would open the door to coramercial ties with 

Spanish raerchants. In a move that must have come as 

somewhat of a surprise to Gutierrez, given the Spaniards' 

past experiences with the Motilones, the Indians agreed 

to all terms of the pact, telling him that peace with 

the Spaniards was what they had always wanted. Still 

cautious of their acceptance, however, Gutierrez warned 

them that if they should break the treaty, a large army 

47 would come to extermmate them. 

The next day, the friendliness persisted. Padre 

Gutierrez, "Diario," p. 217. 
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Rala baptized fifteen Motilon children and annointed 

the adults with holy water to signify their consecration 

to the Church. After Gutierrez promised another Spanish 

party would return in August to reaffirm the treaty, he 

and his men took their leave. When they returned to 

Rosario de Perijá', the citizens feasted them in cele-

bration of the newly laid peace with the dreaded 

49 Motilones. 

As Alberto Gutierrez proraised, another expedition 

left Maracaibo on 6 August 1772 to enter Motilon terri-

tory along the Santa Anna River "for the purpose of 

continuing the recently begun pacification of the Bar-

/ 50 

barous Motilon Nation." This entrada, ordered by 

Viceroy Messia de la Cerda, was headed by Sebastian 

Guillen, the treasurer of Maracaibo who had taken 

Sebastian Joseph into his horae. Guillen had not been 

Alonso del Rio's first choice as expedition coramander. 

Albeit Guilleli was a capable and generous man, he was 

inexperienced in matters of war. The provincial gov-

ernor, however, faced a pressing dilemma; he lacked the 

"̂ Ĝutiê rrez, "Diario," p. 218. 

^^Guillen, "Testimonio," p. 259. 
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money to outfit the expedition. Guillen, being a very 

wealthy man, offered substantial financial assistance if 

del Rio would name him commander of the expedition. The 

governor assented, and Guilleli received his commission. ̂ ^ 

Accompanying Guillen and his amy of seventy-six 

men were Sebastian Joseph, Padre Fidel de Rala, and 

Antonio Gutierrez, Alberto's brother, all three of whom 

had participated in the March expedition. After sixteen 

days of difficult travel, Guillen's party arrived at the 

village of the interpreter's family. The Motilones 

warmly greeted the Spaniards, after which Guillen 

reciprocated with the presentation of gifts. Three 

/ 

days later, on August 25, Guillen called together the 

villagers and some visitors from a neighboring settle-

ment. He announced and reaffirmed the terms of peace 

laid down by Alberto Gutierrez. The Indians received 

52 / 

the news "with exceeding joy." Guillen then preached 

to the group about the rewards of being a Christian. 

Seven of the children responded to his sermon by 
Alcacer, Motilon, p. 150. 

^^Guillen, "Testimonio," p. 264. 
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receiving the sacrament of baptisra.^^ 

For the next ten days, Guillen and his party 

traveled to the remaining four Motilon villages on the 

eastern slopes of the Sierra de Perija, spreading the 

news of the peace treaty and converting the Indians to 

Catholicism. His success in those villages equalled 

that achieved in the first settleraent. By the tirae 

Guillen and his raen began their journey horae in early 

September, they had pacified 123 Motilones, fifty-

eight of whom were baptized. 

The following January, pacification efforts among 

the Motilones received a much needed financial boost frora 

the crown. In a royal order dated 30 January 1773, the 

king commanded the Real Compania Guizpucoana de Caracas, 

which held a monopoly on trade in Maracaibo cacao and 

tobacco, to contribute-one-half real (one-sixteenth 

peso) to the pacification effort for each millar (three 

and one-half pounds) of cacao exported from the pro-

vince. The same royal order gave approval to Alonso 

del RÍO de raise funds for subsequent entradas by 

^^Guillen, "Testimonio," p. 26 4. 

^^lbid., pp. 264-270. 
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Alberto Gutierrez into Motilon territory.^^ 

Guillen led another entrada into the interior 

of Maracaibo in February 1773 to continue his pacifi-

cation of the Motilones. His force consisted of the 

same men he led in September 1772, except that this new 

expedition included Captain Alberto Gutierrez. Again, 

they began the entrada by entering along the Santa Anna 

River. This time, however, the force turned south. They 

crossed the Catatumbo River and traveled down the Zulia 

River to San Faustino, bringing peace to that region 

of the province in a raanner similar to the earlier 

efforts. 

When their work was finished, Guillen's party 

boarded ships and returned to Maracaibo. Guillen and 

Padre Rala, however, went on to Ciícuta and then to 

^^Governor Francisco de Santa Cruz to Secretary 
Pedro de Ureta, Maracaibo, 21 July 1775, ANC:MM, vol. 
121, fol. 430; idem, Santa Fe, 21 June 1775, ANC:MM, ^ 
vol. 121, fol. 408; Royal cedula, "sobre la pacificacion 
de los indios motilones," Aranjuez, 29 June 1775, in 
Groot, Historia eclesiastica y civil, pp. 581-582. 

^^Sebastian Guillen to Viceroy Manuel Guirior, 
Santa Fe, 6 May 1773, ANC:MM, vol. 121, fol. 2; idem, 
Maracaibo, 4 February 1773, ANC:MM, vol. 121, fol. 6; 
Buenaventura de Carrocera, "Los indios motilones," 
p. 204. 
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Bogota to report to the newly installed viceroy, Manuel 

Guirior (1772-1776). Sebastian Guillen and his exploits 

among the Motilones impressed the viceroy. To take ad-

vantage of the present state in Maracaibo apparently so 

conducive to Indian pacification, Guirior ordered 

Guillen, Padre Rala, and Sebastia'n Joseph to return 

inmiediately to the land of the Motilones and "forraalize 

the settlements, plant crops, construct dwellings, and 

settle the Indians in fixed locations, putting the 

villages along commercial routes so they can be watched 

and kept in subjection, utilizing some troops to install 

respect and aid in the pacification . . . ."̂ "̂  

Three important concepts pervaded this vice-

regal commission. First, unlike his policy in Riohacha, 

Guirior saw the military in Maracaibo as having only an 

auxiliary role. More traditional raethods of pacifica-

tion, such as, peaceful entradas and reductions, were 

working among the Motilones. Guirior, therefore, con-

tinued using them. Secondly, the reductions were to 

be carefully watched by Spanish citizens. Though the 

57 
Guirior, in -Relaciones de mando, p. 127; 

Governor Alonso del RÍo to Guirior, Maracaibo, 5 Octo-
ber 1773, ANC:MM, vol. 121, fol. 94. 
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the peace with the Motilones seemed real enough, the 

viceroy remained leery in case the Indians reneged on 

their bargain. Thirdly, Guirior, more than any other 

viceroy, was concerned with the econoraic raraifications 

of pacification. He wrote in relacion de raando, 

These were the raotives that stimulated me to pro-
mote upon ray arrival in this Kingdora, the reduction 
of the savage Motilon Indians, intended by previous 
governments many times: in time, to reraedy the 
killings, robberies, and assaults that they with 
irapunity inflict on those who traveled the San 
Faustino River or crossed the Mountain of the 
Dancers . . . ; in tirae, that reduced to villages 
and to our friendship, they might live in both a 
civil and Christian manner, cultivating those fertile 
lands that produce abundant cacao crops and other 
commercial fruits, for the hinterland of the port 
of Maracaibo and easy transport by the rivers 
which empty into its lake.^^ 

The viceroy, to expedite his order, took 

several measures. First, he commissioned Guillen 

"Capitan Comandante" and promoted the Indian interpreter, 

Sebastian Joseph, to the rank of captain. Next, in a 

step even more important in view of the persistent 

budgetary problems of the Motilon pacification, Guirior 

raised thirteen thousand pesos to finance the project. 

The General Junta in Bogota donated eight thousand 

58 
Guirior, in Relaciones de mando, pp. 126-127. 
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pesos, which came from salt mine profits. Archbishop 

Agustm Camacho contributed one thousand pesos, and 

the ecclesiastical cabildo provided two thousand pesos. 

Finally, the viceroy himself committed two thousand 

pesos of his own income to the pacification campaign. 

All these actions were approved by the king in a royal 

order dated 20 February 177 4. In fact, the king even 

allotted five hundred pesos more than the original 

thirteen thousand. In addition, the king granted 

Guillen a monthly salary of eighty pesos and gave 

Sebastian Joseph a monthly stipend of eight pesos 

for life in appreciation for his part in the Motilon 

59 pacification. One compelling reason, however, which 

allowed Guillen to hold his position as coramander was 

his personal wealth which could be used to cover campaign 

60 expenses when public monies ran low. Nevertheless, 

the appropriations demonstrated that the viceroy and 

Guirior, in Relaciones de mando, p. 127; 
Minister of the Indies Julian de Arriaga to Guirior, 
El Pardo, 20 February 1774, ANC:MM, vol. 121, fol. 292 

60 / 
Alonso del Rio to Guirior, 6 September 1773, 

ANC:MM, vol. 63, fol. 8 84; idem, Maracaibo, 5 October 
1773, ANC:MM, vol. 121, fol. 94. 
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the king felt that the benefits of peace in Maracaibo 

outweighed the costs of pacification. 

By the summer of 177 4, Guillen and his colleagues 

had brought peace to the entire province of Maracaibo. ̂"̂  

All that remained was the consummation of the pacifi-

cation process: the establishment of towns.^^ But 

as had so often plagued previous Spanish action in Mara-

caibo, the project's budget was exhausted. Guirior, 

unwilling to risk the collapse of peace, placed another 

four thousand pesos, this tirae taken frora the treasury 

of Pamplona, at Guillen's disposal for the building of 

new settlements. 

Heartened by the new donation, Guillen went to 

work, focusing his efforts on the San Faustino and Zulia 

River vallies. The first settlement he established was 

San Buenaventura, located a day's journey from San 

Guirior, in Relaciones de raando, pp. 127-128; 
Alonso del Rio to Guirior, Maracaibo, 2 August 177 3, 
ANC:MM, vol. 61, fol. 883; Buenaventura de Carrocera, 
"Los indios raotilones," p. 204. 

6 2 / 
Guillen to Guirior, San Cristobal, 7 Septeraber 

1774, ANC:MM, vol. 121, fol. 310. 

"•^Guirior, in Relaciones de raando, p. 128; 
Guillen to Guirior, San Buenaventura, 17 May 177 5, 
ANC:MM, vol. 121, fol. 399. 
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Faustino, in October 177 4. There, the workers first 

raised buildings to accomodate government officials 

and soldiers. Then, they constructed houses for the 

6 4 coramon citizens."^^ During the next year, two more 

settlements, San Pedro and Nuevo Rio de Zulia, joined 

San Buenaventura as permanent reductions. 

Guillen depleted the four thousand pesos by the 

end of the surraner of 1775. Still, he pressed for more 

money, as he wanted two more missionaries and two 

additional escoltas to service the new reductions.°" 

The Spanish crown rescued Guillen from his financial 

predicament in June 1775 with an allocation of yet 

another thirteen thousand pesos. Again, 8,000 pesos 

came from profits produced by the Indian salt mines at 

Zipaquira, while the Church contributed the reraaining 

5,000 pesos. As a reserve fund, the king also ordered 

^"^Guillen to Guirior, San Buenaventura, 19 
October 1774, ANC:MM, vol. 121, fols. 307-308. 

^^Guillen to Guirior, San Pedro, 3 July^l775, 
ANC:MM, vol. 121, fols. 426, 428; idem, Santa Fe, 21 
August 1775, ANC:MM, vol. 121, fol. 427. 

^^Francisco de Santa Cruz, Santa Fe, 21 June 
1775, ANC:MM, vol. 121, fol. 408; Guillen to Guirior, 
San Pedro, 3 July 1775, ANC:MM, vol. 121, fol. 426; 
Royal cedula, "sobre la pacificacion de los indios 
motilones," Aranjuez, 29 June 1775, in Groot, Historia 
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the Real Companía Guizpucoana and ecclesiastical 

haciends to continue paying one-half real per millar 

of cacao exported from Maracaibo.^^ 

By 177 8 the pacification of the Motilones was 

deemed complete, although settleraent building continued 

in earnest for the next several years.^^ One of the 

reductions established at this tirae was La Palma, located 

near Ocana. Descending out of the Sierra de Perija, 

a group of Motilones came to Ocana and asked local 

officials to congregate them in a village and assign 

a Capuchin friar to teach thera. City fathers sent the 

request to Viceroy Antonio Caballero y Gongora (1782-

17 89). The Archbishop-Viceroy approved it and ordered 

the royal officer of that city to help the Motilones 

build their reduction.^^ By 1792 the new settleraent 

eclesiastica y civil, p. 581. 

^^Royal cédula, "sobre la pacificacion de los 
indios motilones," Aranjuez, 29 June 1775, in Groot, 
Historia eclesi^stica y civil, p. 581; Francisco de Santa 
Cruz to Ureta, Maracaibo, 21 July 1775, ANC:MM, vol. 121, 
fol. 430. 

^^Crame, "Plan de defensa . . . ," Maracaibo, 
6 July 1778, in Suárez, Fortificacion y defensa, p. 312. 

6 9 / 
Caballero y Gongora, in Relaciones de mando, 

p. 224; Gil y Lemos, "Memoria," p. 199. 
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of La Palma was in full operation. "̂^ That same year, 

the last Motilon reduction of the colonial era, Nuestra 

Senora del Pilar, was instituted. "̂-̂  

Not all Spaniards put complete trust in the 

reductions. Viceroy Manuel Antonio Florez (177 6-17 82), 

like Guirior before him, wanted Indian settleraents to be 

close to white communities in order to insure that the 

Indians remained in their reductions and worked their 

fields, or, in short, remained in subjection to Spanish 

authority. Accordingly, he ordered the construction 

of a new Spanish town, San Carlos, in the interior of 

72 the provmce. 

Even if the Indians in the reductions were not 

trusted, the relocation policy benefited the viceregal 

economy. The factors in site selection indicated a 

conscious effort by the Spaniards and the Indians alike 

to maximize agricultural production. The relationship 

70 Alcácer, Motildn, p. 44. 

'̂ •'•Buenaventura de Carrocera, "Los indios 
motilones," p. 205; Alcácer, Motilon, pp. 215-217. 

72 • • 
Buenaventura de Carrocera, "Los mdios 

motilones," p. 204; Pineda Giraldo, "Los motilones," 
p. 364. 
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of Indian reductions to wealth did not escape the 

Capuchins either. Nearby all of the Capuchin missions 

in Maracaibo, the friars set up rich cacao and banana 

plantations, complementing the civilian sector's 

gradual increase in agricultural production. "̂^ 

Nonetheless, the outstanding feature of these 

reductions was the Spaniards' fair treatment of the 

Indians living therein. Locations for the new villages 

were painstakingly chosen to provide fertile land and 

abundant water. The Indians themselves had to approve 

the selected site before construction could begin on the 

village. As part of the reduction regimen the Spaniards 

instructed the Indians in planting crops and provided 

them with tools and clothing. The friars also gave the 

adults lessons in the Cathecism and citizenship, while 

74 the children learned to read and write. 

In retrospect, the royal order of 29 June 17 75 

"̂ •̂ Buenaventura de Carrocera, "Los indios 
motilones," p. 2 06; Guillen to Guirior, Santa Fe, 21 
August 1775, ANC:MM, vol. 121, fol. 427. 

"̂ "̂ lbid.; Minister of the Indies Jose de Galvez 
to Viceory Manuel Antonio Florez, Aranjuez, 20 June 1776, 
ANC:MM, vol, 121, fol. 439; Alcacer, Motilon, pp. 224, 
44. 
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characterized the amicable tone of Motilon pacification 

that would prevail in the last quarter of the eighteenth 

century. in that order the king hearkened back to 

sixteenth-century statements concerning the benign 

treatment of the natives. The monarch ordered Guillen 

to take a Capuchin friar with hira, being very careful 

that the least aggravation or violence was not done 

against the Motilones. If the pacification was to 

succeed, the king said, the Indians raust be brought 

out of their heathenisra with gentleness and not the 

force of firearms, "which are to serve only to help the 

missionaries impose respect, protect neophytes, and 

75 
defend them in the case of an unexpected attack." 

Thus, not until Alberto Gutierrez and Sebastian 

Guillen shifted the government's focus away from force 

and toward establishing friendly relations with the 

Motilones did lasting pacification begin to take hold. 

In short order, the conciliatory tone of subsequent 

entradas and the traditional program of reduction 

pacified the Motilones and brought tranquility to 

75 / / 
Royal cedula, "sobre la pacificacion de los 

indios motilones," Aranjuez, 29 June 1775, in Groot, 
Historia eclesiástica y civil, pp. 581-582. 
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Maracaibo. To be sure, the possibility of Spanish 

military intervention hung over the Indians throughout 

the latter viceregal period, just as it had the Chimilas. 

But in both cases the military played only a small part 

in the total Spanish effort. It was the peaceful 

methods that produced lasting results—a sharp contrast 

to the experiences of viceregal authorities in Darie'n 

and Riohacha. 

The emphasis on araity, however, did not fully 

explain the ease with which the Spaniards raollified 

the Motilones. Whereas English agitation proved to be 

the government's undoing in Darien and Riohacha, the 

lack of foreign intervention in Maracaibo prefigured 

the peace to come in that province. As Sebastian 

Guillen explained, "These Indians demonstrate a happy 

and docile spirit, and-an attractive inclination toward 

the Spanish Nation, and this raay result frora never 

having had trade or communication with any other 

[nation] ."^^ 

^^Guille'n, "Testimonio," p. 27 5. 



CONGLUSION 

Two frontier campaigns failed, while two suc-

ceeded. Importantly, it was the militarized campaiqns 

with their large expeditionary armies and fortified 

settlements that virtually had no permanent effect on 

the hostile Indians. On the other hand, the efforts 

in Maracaibo and Santa Marta which emphasized reduction 

and the "buen ejemplo" of civilian colonists brought 

peace with the natives. 

One factor, above all—namely, foreign inter-

vention—deteirmined the dichotomy of results. Other 

seemingly pertinent factors, such as, tribal populations, 

lifestyle, ferocity, and weaponry, did not explain the 

failure of militant policies nor the success of tra-

ditional methods of pacification. For example, the 

Cunas had a much smaller population than the Guajiros 

but still ultimately defeated Spanish efforts in Darien. 

The Guajiros, Cunas, 'Chimilas, and Motilones all main-

tained scattered settlement patterns and were generally 

nomadic in nature. Consequently, tribal lifestyles 

145 
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had little, if anything, to do with the outcome of 

pacification efforts. Similarly, Spanish observers 

described each of the four tribes as cruel and fierce. 

Nor did Indian armaments, although significant, strictly 

in and of themselves decide the fate of Spanish efforts. 

Though the Cunas and Guajiros used British firearms, 

Spanish soldiers respected and feared the deadly 

accuracy of Chimila and Motilon archers. 

The guns, however, did represent tangible 

evidence of British influence on the natives; and that 

was the key to success or failure on the Indian frontiers 

of New Granada. It was precisely with the two tribes 

that traded with the British, naraely, the Guajiros and 

Cunas, that Spanish policy failed. The government 

could not interdict all the Indians' illegal trade with 

foreigners which kept them relatively wealthy and well-

armed, nor could it stop British propoganda which 

encouraged native hostility. The Spanish crown simply 

did not possess the resources in the eighteenth century 

with v/hich to override British influence on New Granada's 

northern frontiers. As a result, the Guajiros and Cunas 

remained the allies of Great Britain and the enemies of 
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Spain. Conversely, it was the absence of English 

collusion that raade peace possible with the Chimilas 

and Motilones.^ 

In the end, the gentle admonitions so berated 

by Francisco Antonio Moreno y Escandon achieved the sole 

pacification successes. Even Antonio Arevalo brought 

an end to Guajiro belligerency for a season with 

"assiduous gentleness." To be sure, the pacifcation 

of the Chimilas and Motilones carried with it the 

threat and use of military might. Indeed, their 

grievous damage'to the economies of Santa Marta and 

Maracaibo was reason enough to assume a hard-line 

position against them. But the lack of a British threat 

spared those provinces that decisive raeasure of agitation 

among the Indians and, consequently, kept the use of 

force to a relatively small scale and ultimately paved 

the way for the success of peaceful methods. 

Noteworthy also was the permanence of the peace 

established with the Chimilas and the Motilones. Once 

^Moreno y Escandon, "Estado del Virreinato," 
p. 563; Julian, Perla, pp. 8-9; Guirior, in Relaciones 
de mando, pp. 178-180. 

^Guillen, "Testimonio," p. 27 5. 
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fixed, it endured until the end of the colonial period, 

whereas the cessation of hostilities in Darien in 17 85-

1786, for example, did not even last out the years of 

Viceroy Antonio Caballero y Gongora. Hispanicization 

of the Indians in reductions and under the infuence of 

Dueblos de espanoles produced a durable peace. As 

Francisco Silvestre claimed, "Only in this way can 

3 
Spain forever preserve her Americas." 

3 ^ 
Descripcion, p. 81. 
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